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50
YEARS

On May 5th, we will mark the 50th anniversary of Alan Shepard’s history-making
flight aboard Freedom 7. Although this suborbital flight lasted only 15 minutes, it
(NASA photographs)
heralded the beginning of America’s manned space program.
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March brings the official arrival of spring, if not the
promise of no more snowfall. March is also the beginning
PRESIDENT’S of the GLPA State Meeting season, led by the planetarians of the pleasant peninsulas – Michigan and our
MESSAGE
neighbors in Ontario. The Michigan/Canada State Planetarium Organization will have its state meeting at the
John Schroer
Kingman Museum in Battle Creek on Saturday, March
26th. This meeting will be hosted by Jennifer Sellers.
Indiana will have its state meeting on Saturday,
April 16th. Ruth Craft (Director of the Kennedy Planetarium in South Bend) and Art Klinger (Director of the PH-M Planetarium in Mishawaka) will serve as co-hosts.
Ohio will have its state meeting on Saturday, May 7th at the Westminster College Planetarium in Westminster, Pennsylvania. Dr. Tom Oberst will serve as host.
Last but certainly not least is the Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota Planetarium Society (WIMPS), which will
join with Illinois for a multi-state meeting on May 13th and 14th. The meeting will begin Friday evening at
Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin. On Saturday, the combined meeting will be hosted by the Adler Planetarium
in Chicago.
I would encourage all GLPA members to attend, and also invite those planetarians who either do not or
cannot attend our annual conferences to join their colleagues at one (or more) spring state meetings. The recruitment of new members is vital to GLPA, and there can be no higher goal than to introduce these planetarians to
the camaraderie, friendship, and support that GLPA so willingly provides to the planetarium profession. I vividly remember how my life was and continues to be enriched by a visit from GLPA member Dr. Dale Smith in
1993.
The GLPA Executive Committee will be meeting on Saturday, April 30th. If anyone has an idea, agenda
item, information, or request, please forward it to me at your earliest convenience.
I wish all of you an early arrival of spring, and enjoy the state meetings.

I’m probably not alone in saying that I don’t particularly
like winter. The dazzling bright stars of the Milky Way’s
Orion Arm notwithstanding, the days and weeks of winter
EDITOR’S
cannot pass fast enough for my taste. As I write this mesMESSAGE
sage, I’m lamenting over the bare trees, frozen lawns, and
shrinking piles of snow outside my window . . . but I’m
Bart Benjamin
also beginning to see the proverbial “light at the end of the
tunnel.” For me, the Vernal Equinox — which occurs this
93
170
year on Sunday, March 20th at 6:21 p.m. C.D.T. — is
cause for celebration!
And as John Schroer mentioned in his President’s Message, one way to join me in celebrating the onset
of spring is by attending one or more of GLPA’s state meetings. John mentioned the dates and locations, which
can also be found at the beginning of each State News report, and on GLPA’s State Organizations webpage at
www.glpaweb.org/states.htm. And please feel free to do something exotic this year . . . attend more than one!
Please note that the deadline for the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter is May 1, 2011 and that facility reports should be sent to your State Chairs by late-April. Have a wonderful spring!
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State Meeting Information

STATE CHAIRS

• Fri. and Sat., May 13 and 14
ILLINOIS:

Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
Triton College
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, Illinois 60171
(708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:

Alan Pareis
9421 Stagecoach Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46804
(260) 432-8786
bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:

Daniel Tell
Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids Public Museum
272 Pearl Street NW
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503
(616) 456-3563
dtell@grmuseum.org

OHIO:

Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-8666
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/
MINNESOTA:

Dave DeRemer
Charles Horwitz Planetarium
S14 W28167 Madison Street
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53188
(262) 896-8423
dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us

• Yerkes Observatory (Friday)
• Adler Planetarium (Saturday)
• Dave DeRemer
dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us

• Mark Webb
mwebb@adlerplanetarium.org

Lakeview Museum will
be presenting a potpourri of shows
this spring, including One World,
One Sky (with Sesame Street© characters in conjunction
with “Jim Henson’s Fantastic World” from the Smithsonian Institution in the museum galleries), Saturn: Jewel
of the Heavens, IBEX: Search for the Edge of the Solar
System, Extreme Planets, Expanded View and Seasonal
Stargazing. The “Wine & Cheese Under the Stars” series
continues monthly through April, and the twelfth running
of the Interplanetary 5K will take place on April 9th, 2011.
The parking structure for the new Peoria Riverfront Museum has been completed, and the construction for the museum should be underway as this newsletter goes to print.
The scheduled opening date is October 20, 2012. A webcam at www.buildtheblockcam.com is documenting the
construction.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign opens the spring season with
Spring Prairie Skies, Secrets of the Sun, and Solar System
Safari. In April, they will switch family shows to Amazing
Stargazing from the Minneapolis Planetarium and Adler’s
IBEX: The Search for the Edge of the Solar System. The
planetarium will once again offer merit badge workshops
this spring with two Girl “Scout Sky” Search Badge sessions in April and two Boy Scout “Astronomy” sessions in
May. If your planetarium also offers these, are you aware
that the Boy Scout requirements just changed? The staff
just found this out! In other news, the schedule is firming
up for this fall’s annual GLPA Conference, to be held here
from October 19-22. Both the hotel and speakers are now
set, and work is now being done for online registration.
Full conference details will appear in the summer issue of
the GLPA Newsletter.
The Cernan Earth & Space Center of Triton
College premiered its first three-screen video presentation
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in January, and is now working to convert two additional slide-based programs to this new digital format. Except
for films, laser shows, and soon-to-be retired offerings, all slide-based programs will similarly be converted in
the months ahead. Funding for this equipment came from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS).

State Meeting Information
• Saturday, April 16
• Kennedy Planetarium in South Bend and P-H-M Planetarium in Mishawaka
• Ruth Craft rcraft@sbcsc.k12.in.us and Art Klinger aklinger@phm.k12.in.us
The Indiana planetarians invite you to join them for a day of professional updates, introduction to
new resources, and interaction with other planetarians. They are planning to hear several presentations and papers, see a show or two, have time to browse through Art Klinger’s incredible space
museum, and conduct their business meeting. The PHM Planetarium will soon be a DVT, and with
that in mind they will wrap up the program with a Konica Minolta MediaGlobe III presentation. A
continental breakfast and lunch will be provided.
Dr. Ron Kaitchuck of the Ball State University Planetarium reports that fund raising for a major expansion of
the planetarium continues to go well. The new facility will have a 40-foot diameter dome and a fully-integrated digital/
analog hybrid star projector. This expansion project is part of a major fund raising campaign for the university. The BSU
planetarium has four new programs for its spring 2011 public show series. February offered Exploring the Spring Skies, a
live, interactive program where audience members learn to use sky charts, and Monster Black Holes, which discusses the
properties and origins of black holes with special emphasis on super massive black holes found in the centers of galaxies.
The Missing Universe, which deals with dark matter, dark energy, and cosmology, will be offered in March. The title for
April will be The Most Beautiful Images from the Hubble Space Telescope. All of these programs are in-house productions, and the latter three are automated multi-video screen programs.
Art Klinger, Director of the P-H-M Planetarium in Mishawalka has exciting news, as follows: “As of May 27,
the P-H-M Planetarium will no longer exist in its current form. The reason: We’re going Full Dome Digital Video. The
Vendor has not been determined as we’ll be going out to bid on March 17. Contracts will awarded on May 9. Removal of
current equipment will hopefully occur before May 27. This means we’ll have available: 35+ Kodak and Elmo slide projectors with trays, lens, and bulbs; 60+ special effects projectors; and, our Minolta Series II Star Projector. Best offers will
be accepted. Our makeover will include new seats and carpeting, 5.1 surround sound; RGBW LED cove lighting system;
new dome; possible Skylase; and full dome digital video system. We hope to open the P-H-M Digital Video Theater in
early September, 2011.”
Dayle Brown is currently working on book #5, to be titled Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the
world... MOON.
Alan Pareis, Director of The Edwin Clark Schouweiler Memorial Planetarium, University of Saint Francis,
Fort Wayne, reports that the Schouweiler WinterFest II was held in late-February and early March. The first weekend offered SkyLase laser shows. The second weekend saw the premiere of the Schouweiler’s first new public show in three
years, which is an adaptation of the Bishop Planetarium’s The Explorers of Polynesia. (You may know it by its original
title, The Explorers). Following its first run for WinterFest, the team will go back into production to add a new “future in
space” dream segment in place of the “trip to Mars” segment deleted from the first version.

DON’T MISS OUT
To be included in the summer issue’s State News column, please forward news from your facility to your state
chair in the latter half of April. If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event held at your planetarium,
please e-mail it to Bart Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International News” column.
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State Meeting Information
• Saturday, March 26
• Kingman Museum in Battle Creek
• Jennifer Sellers jsellers@kingmanmuseum.org
The new Summer Meeting & Potluck (formerly the Winter Interstitial Meeting)
will be held in Jackson on Saturday, June 25 at the Peter F. Hurst Planetarium.
Now that the year 2011 has been designated “The Year of the Solar System,”
Southfield’s Vollbrecht Planetarium will present eight Friday night spring public
shows. Topics will include the Sun, its 13 planets, its asteroids, and its comets. Also
discussed will be what can be seen with the naked eye, binoculars, and telescopes six
inches or smaller. Audiences will learn about the 336 solar system moons, including 168 that orbit 6 of the 8 planets, 6
that orbit 3 of the 5 dwarf planets, 104 orbiting asteroids, and 58 belonging to Trans-Neptunian Objects. Some of
the TNOs are destined to be re-designated dwarf planets. Door prizes will be given out each night, as well as a grand prize
on the final night. Except for private shows, the dome will remain dark until the fall series starts up on September 23.
After the very successful “Intergalactic Grand Opening” of their original production Skeeter Scarecrow’s Starry
Sky in January, the Longway Planetarium in Flint continues the program until the beginning of May. Also showing will
be Planet Chase and GLPA’s The Stargazer. In June, Dark Matters will open. Rock laser shows return in April featuring
Pink Floyd and all the other classic rock shows. Richard Walker reports that he is working to get the show materials for
Skeeter Scarecrow’s Starry Sky organized enough to make the show available to other classic planetariums. Skeeter is a
great program for grades 3 – 5 and covers Moon phases, seasonal constellations and the planets of our Solar System.
The Shiras Planetarium in Marquette is keeping busy this year with a good run of shows and many requests for
school programs. For their once-a-week public show, they are running The Nature of Science in February, IBEX; Search
for the Edge in March, and Planets of the Solar System in April. The Shiras Planetarium continues to support the local
astronomy club by hosting their quarterly meetings, participating in public observing sessions, and being a member of the
Night Sky Network. In addition, they helped form a student astronomy club at the local area high school and put on a telescope workshop for astronomy students to use a variety of telescopes housed in the planetarium. Finally, they continue to
search for new full dome content that is affordable for their small operation and they hope to learn more about show production using Blender 3D this spring.
The Department of Physics and Astronomy at Eastern Michigan University (EMU) proudly debuted the new
EMU Planetarium to the university community at the New Science Building Open House on January 26. [Ed. See the
photographs on page 11]. Standing-room only crowds packed the planetarium for two hours as Norbert Vance, Department Scientific Technician and Director of Sherzer Observatory, and Dr. James Carroll, Department Head, led the crowds
on a tour of the Ypsilanti skies. The new EMU Planetarium is a 37-seat facility with a 28 foot-diameter domed ceiling,
featuring a Digitalis Epsilon planetarium projector, a high-definition presentation projector, 7.1 Dolby surround sound,
LED lighting and a SMART board. The facility resides in a spherical classroom suspended four stories above the ground
in the atrium area of the New Science Building. Currently the room is being used by over 500 students in astronomy
classes. All of the equipment in the new EMU Planetarium was provided by the generous donations of friends, faculty,
and emeritus faculty of the department, as well as the Department of Physics and Astronomy and EMU.
Kalamazoo’s Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium is currently running Calgary Science Center’s In My
Backyard, their own Winter Nights, and Evans & Sutherland’s Wonders of the Universe. After the spring equinox, the
shows will change to Bear Tales, The Artists’ Sky, and Stars of the Pharaohs. Two new shows are in the research phase,
2012 - the end? (which looks at the books and websites that forecast the end of the world, the Mayan calendar, and various end of the world scenarios) and Treasures of the Great Lakes (which is a night sky program for summer vacation
months that compares light houses and bright stars as guides to finding hidden treasures of summer).
The Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids has presented Our Bodies in Space in coordination with the
Grand Rapids Public Museum’s preserved human specimen exhibit Bodies Revealed. The planetarium also presented laser
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light shows featuring presentations of Pink Floyd’s “Wish You Were Here” and Rush’s greatest hits.
On March 18th, the planetarium will present the 4th annual Vernal Equinox Light Show Festival with
Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side of the Moon” and Radiohead’s “OK Computer.” Their production staff remain busy working with other GLPA planetaria on the creation of animated sequences for
Cosmic Colors, to premiere at the fall conference.
The Detroit Science Center’s Dassault Systémes Planetarium opened their latest presentation
Dinosaur Planet, based on the E-Planetarium show about four dinosaur communities and how climate
change doomed these incredible creatures. Running alongside a traveling exhibition “Dinosaurs Unearthed” and
“Dinosaurs Alive” in the Science Center’s Chrysler IMAX DOME theater, they’ll have enough terrible lizards for anyone’s taste. Production continues to move forward on SunStruck – Fury of the DayStar, a show exploring the sun and
NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory. Outreach plans include participating in the “GLOBE at Night” in February and
March, Global Astronomy Month in April, and working with Astronomy Magazine for International Astronomy Day on
May 7th. Their sister institution, the Detroit Children’s Museum, also features a fine Spitz A3P planetarium where young
children and their parents can explore the night sky.

Exterior and interior views of the new planetarium at Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti.
Read more about it on page 9. (Photographs courtesy of Eastern Michigan University).

State Meeting Information
• Saturday, May 7
• Westminster College Planetarium in Westminster, Pennsylvania
• Dr. Tom Oberst oberstte@westminster.edu
Matt Young’s astronomy class at the Euclid High School Planetarium was featured in the
Willoughby News-Herald last November. This regional newspaper, which serves communities east of Cleveland, visited Matt’s junior-senior class and interviewed several students who
were curious and enthusiastic in learning about the vast universe and seeing the constellations.
Matt has been teaching science for nearly a decade now and for the past three years has been
“bringing the universe down to Earth” in Euclid’s Planetarium. Matt was also host of the February 17th meeting of the
Cleveland Regional Regional Association of Planetariums. On January 6th, C.R.A.P. met jointly with the Cleveland Astronomical Society to hear Kelly Jons describe the many innovative features of Questar telescopes. On December 11th,
members and friends of C.R.A.P. celebrated their 24th annual Christmas party at the home of Jeanne Bishop.
Scott Oldfield reports that the Vandalia Butler Planetarium near Dayton recently survived a roof leak (in its
“new” roof), sewage backup under the console, and fire in adjacent janitors’ closet. Thankfully, all these incidents were
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minor and did not occur on the same day! Through it all, the shows went on, including a special show that
concluded a unit on constellation mythology and identification for the Talented and Gifted Program, as
well as a general presentation for the local Optimist Club! For surviving all these problems in such good
spirits, perhaps Scott should be made an honorary Optimist!
At the Bowling Green State University Planetarium, Dale Smith has been running BG Fest
2011, featuring programs he has created over the years that show the connection between astronomy and
everyday life. Programs this winter have included It’s About Time (1987), Dinosaur Light (1996), and Star Tracks
(1985).

State Meeting Information
• Fri. and Sat., May 13 and 14
• Yerkes Observatory (Friday) and Adler Planetarium (Saturday)
• Dave DeRemer dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us
• Mark Webb mwebb@adlerplanetarium.org
As the 50th anniversary of the first woman’s flight in space approaches, the
U.W. Milwaukee, Manfred Olson Planetarium is celebrating the significant contributions of ground-based female astronomers. These modern women include Margaret Burbidge
(nucleosynthesis), Wendy Freedman (age of the universe), Jane Luu (Kuiper Belt objects), Vera Rubin (dark matter), and
Jill Tarter (SETI). Also, the UWM Planetarium, in collaboration with the Art and Design Department, will co-host a benefit “Art in Space.”
The Charles Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin will be presenting Hotter Than Blue for the public
in February, Galileo in March, and Explorers of Mauna Kea in April. In May, they will present a new seasonal show, produced in-house, called Spring Sky Legends.
Hundreds of floating hearts and stars filled the Milwaukee Public Museum’s Daniel M. Soref Planetarium sky
for their original production of Romancing the Stars Valentine’s show. They will next run Earth, Moon & Sun from the
Morehead Planetarium in North Carolina. The Soref Planetarium will also feature new digital signage at its entrance.
Every winter, the Minnesota State University - Moorhead features a planetarium show especially for children.
This year, that show is The Case of the Disappearing Planet from the Bays Mountain Planetarium in Kingsport, Tennessee. Moorhead’s spring show is the old reliable Hansen Planetarium production, The People.
The Minnesota Planetarium Society changed your astrological sign! . . . or at least, that’s what most news
sources reported in the story that went viral in January. The “villain” was Parke Kunkle, an astronomy professor at the
Minneapolis Community and Technical College and a beloved member of the MPS board. He innocently responded to the
local paper’s inquiry to expand on a December 2010 online post about the long-known discrepancy. The media took hold
of it and many wrongly reported that a “Minnesota astronomer discovered that the zodiac is off!” Our offices were overwhelmed with the response to this story! Our phones were ringing off the hook and our e-mail inboxes stuffed. Although
many of the reports were misleading, the nationwide response still provided some wonderful exposure. To hear people
like Brian Williams (NBC), Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, and so many more speak the words “Minnesota Planetarium
Society” is something we could never have fathomed. As a small organization trying to raise millions to build a new
planetarium, all press is good press! Parke’s official response was that he “just hopes this gets people talking to each
other, thinking about astronomy, and getting outside to look at the sky!”
The SMSU Planetarium in Marshall, Minnesota under the direction of Ken Murphy is currently running Detroit
Science Center’s Bad Astronomy — Myths and Misconceptions along with Sudekum’s Our Place In Space and Mars Update. The staff is also running some new laser shows from LaserDome, including Laser Pop and Laser Rock.
On Saturday, April 16th, the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse Planetarium will present Astronomically
Correct (produced by the Minneapolis Planetarium) for Earth Week/Earth Day. The program is being sponsored by the La
Crosse Area Astronomical Society.
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BULLETIN BOARD
ASTRONOMY DAY STARTS ITS 39TH YEAR WITH A REVISED AWARD
from Gary Tomlinson, gtomlins@sbcglobal.net
For 25 years, awards have been given for the groups or organizations that best emphasize the concept of Astronomy Day. Currently sponsored by Sky & Telescope magazine, the American Astronomical Society, and the Astronomical
League, the Astronomy Day Award has undergone revision to allow smaller organizations and population bases to have
an equal footing in the awarding process.
Astronomy Day, which started in 1973, was the brainchild of Doug Berger of the Astronomical Association of
Northern California. The idea of an award was born a few years later. Today, the award has three primary ($150) prize
winners, one each for three population size categories (large, medium and small); two secondary ($50) awards for best
new idea and for the organization that does quality events year after year (determined by previous entries); and Honorable
Mentions for those groups in final contention for the primary award.
So, if you ever wanted to enter the Astronomy Day Award but thought that “only the big boys” had a chance,
here’s your opportunity. Just go to www.astroleague.org/al/astroday/astroday.html and click on “Astronomy Day Award
Application.” Here’s why you should enter: 1) To share your ideas with the rest of the astronomical community, 2) For
the prestige, 3) To get the recognition you deserve, 4) For the prize money, 5) For the award certificate, and 6) To give the
Astronomy Day office a better idea of how many locations celebrate Astronomy Day.
The deadline for entering each year is June 13th. Events held after that date are eligible to enter next year’s award.
While you’re at the Astronomy Day website, click on “Free Astronomy Day Handbook” to download a comprehensive
guide to planning and executing Astronomy Day events.
In 2011, Astronomy Day will be held on May 7 and October 1. Astronomy Day is co-sponsored by 14 astronomical and astronomy education associations and is endorsed by the International Astronomical Union

THREE NEW RESOURCES FROM THE ASP
The nonprofit Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) is pleased to announce three new resources for educators, outreach professionals, journalists, and astronomy enthusiasts, as follows:
1. Prof. Michael Brown (Caltech) explains “How I Killed Pluto and Why It Had it Coming” in a free podcast in
the Silicon Valley Astronomy Lecture Series from Jan. 19th, 2011: www.astrosociety.org/education/podcast/index.html.
In this wonderfully personal and humorous talk, Dr. Brown explains exactly what happened and didn’t happen when astronomers reached the controversial new definition of a planet. (On that same page, you can find a podcast from November, in which Natalie Batalha sets the background about the Kepler mission and explains the search for other Earths in our
cosmic neighborhood.)
2. The latest issue of The Universe in the Classroom newsletter on teaching astronomy celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Drake Equation — the formula proposed by Frank Drake that helps scientists estimate the likelihood of intelligent, communicative life in the universe: www.astrosociety.org/education/publications/tnl/77/77.html. In addition to a
nice historical summary of the equation and how it is used, the issues includes resources and classroom activities on this
topic. (All 77 issues of the ASP’s newsletter are available free of charge on the website. They cover many topics in astronomy of interest to those teaching astronomy in our schools and museums).
3. In light of the recent media interest in problems with astrology (such as the fact that the astrological signs and
the astronomical constellations are no longer lined up), the ASP is pleased to present a revised and updated version of its
long-popular article examining astronomy from an astronomical perspective and suggesting some embarrassing questions
that help put astrology into perspective: www.astrosociety.org/astrology.pdf. The article suggests a new “science” of jetology — where the positions of all the jumbo jets at the time a person is born determines his or her destiny and love life. It
is an analogy that helps point to some of the problems with taking astrology too seriously.
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NASA SPACE PLACE
NASA’s “Space Place” was started in February, 1998 as an education and public outreach project of NASA’s
New Millennium Program. Today, it is supported by NASA, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the California Institute
of Technology, and the International Technology and Engineering Education Association (ITEA). Their “Teacher’s Corner” includes links to printable pictures for the classroom, a large collection of classroom activity articles previously published by the ITEA, and downloadable and printable posters and other printed products.
For more information, please visit spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/educators/. While we’re on the subject, you should
also visit NASA’s other sites for kids — NASA’s Kid’s Page at spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/kids/, Global Climate Change
at climate.nasa.gov/kids and SciJinks at scijinks.gov.

THE CLASSROOM ASTRONOMER
from Rob Webb, Planetarium Director, Pequea Valley High School; Kinzers, PA, rob_webb@pequeavalley.org
The Classroom Astronomer is a quarterly PDF and printed publication designed as a practitioner journal for classroom teachers of astronomy. While centered at the high school level, it also provides tips, techniques, and informative
how-to articles for teachers of grades K-8 and undergraduate college “Astro 101” courses. Their mission is to increase the
amount of astronomy in the school systems and improve the skills of teachers.
Please visit classroomastronomer.toteachthestars.net/ for more information and to download a sample issue. Subscriptions start at $15 a year. If you choose to subscribe, please mention my name (Rob Webb) as the person who made
you aware of their publication.

2012 TRANSIT OF VENUS: PREPARE NOW!
from Chuck Bueter, www.transitofvenus.org
Chuck Bueter reminds planetarians to check your sight lines to the sun on June 5th in anticipation of the 2012
transit of Venus. Envision where you would set up telescopes that date to have unobstructed views from first contact
around 6:00 p.m. EDT through sunset on June 5, 2012. Consider a site with no nearby glare, for you may segue from the
evening transit of Venus spectacle to nighttime telescope viewing of Mars, Saturn, and other highlights.

REMINDER: ASTRONOMY TEACHING SURVEYS
from Roy Kaelin, rkaelin@prairiestate.edu
Once again, I would like to invite GLPA members to take two surveys on teaching astronomy. The first survey,
named the Galileo Survey, polls the outcome of school and public programs used successfully (and unsuccessfully) during
the International Year of Astronomy. The second survey, named the Kepler Survey, polls teachers’ attitudes on teaching
astronomy specifically and other natural sciences in general. The results of both surveys can be made available to the
GLPA membership once a statistically relevant sample is reached. The surveys are found at:
roykaelin.com/11394.html
The users’ responses to the polls linked to that website page are tabulated anonymously by Zoomerang, a polling
company. (By the way, no personal data about users are transferred or used by any outside marketing firms). These surveys are part of the follow-up from a paper that I presented at GLPA’s 2009 conference in Bay City, Michigan.
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ARTICLES
A TRIBUTE TO WADE ALLEN
submitted by Cheri Adams (cadams@boonshoftmuseum.org)
Boonshoft Museum of Discovery, Dayton, Ohio

Photograph courtesy of the
Miami Valley Astronomical
Society.

Wade E. Allen, 57, former Director of Astronomy at the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery, passed away on December 9, 2010. Wade was a Fellow and former member of GLPA.
Wade graduated from the University of Dayton with a Bachelor of Science degree in
Electrical Engineering in 1971. While Wade worked as an electrical engineer for many years his
passion of astronomy took a stronghold over him. He joined the local amateur astronomy club
and began to volunteer at the museum, then known as the Dayton Museum of Natural History.
Wade had been volunteering for nearly 20 years presenting planetarium shows with the Spitz
A3P instrument and sharing the night sky with visitors in the Apollo Observatory with the 50
cm Dall-Kirkham telescope when in 1991 the museum expanded, more than doubling its exhibit
space. The addition included the construction of a new planetarium and the expansion of the
astronomy wing. Wade was employed as the Assistant Director of Astronomy in 1991 and promoted to Director of Astronomy when Art Goss resigned that position to move to the Seattle,

Washington area.
Wade remained very active in astronomy outreach following his retirement from the Museum in 1999. He continued to lecture and lead observing sessions at a local state park, John Bryan, as he had for the past 30 summers on alternating Saturday evenings from Memorial Day through Labor Day. He taught astronomy to children through a summer program at his church and adult education astronomy classes for several municipalities.
Wade was passionate about astronomy. He was a kind and patient planetarium mentor to me. I don’t know anyone as knowledgeable about the night sky as Wade. He was exceptionally witty and had a dry sense of humor. He will be
sorely missed by all of us in the astronomy community of the Dayton, Ohio area.

J O I N I . P. S .
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the largest organization of professional planetarians in the world. It is comprised of members from all over the globe. GLPA is an affiliate of this prestigious organization. If you are not a member of
IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why? Because IPS serves its members with . . .
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
its biennial conferences
Proceedings of each IPS conference
free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
discounted subscription rates to the IPS slide service and IPS video compilations
access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
access to the IPS News listserv
networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS web site: www.ips-planetarium.org
IPS dues are only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels of membership are also available at Institutional and Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:
Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer, Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawaii, 600 Imiloa Place, Hilo, HI 96720 USA
Phone: +1 (808) 969 9735
Fax: +1 (808) 969-9748
E-mail: slaatsch@imiloahawaii.org
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GLPA GALILEO AWARD
GLPA is the world’s oldest and largest regional planetarium association. Our
membership includes a number of individuals who have gone on to become leaders in the
national and international planetarium community as well. The Galileo Award, which is
GLPA’s highest honor, recognizes persons of exemplary leadership at the national and/or
international level.
Persons nominated for this award need to have been a GLPA member in good standing
for at least ten consecutive years. They are persons who have done exemplary work within
GLPA and have carried this work beyond our regional borders. To nominate someone for this
award, please fill out the form below and submit it, along with the described letters of
recommendation, to the current GLPA President. Deadline: June 1st.
Person Nominated:
Name: _________________________________________________________________________
Institution: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State: _______________ Zip: _______________
Daytime Phone: __________________________________________________________________
Fax: ___________________________________________________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________________________________________________

Nominated by:
Name: _________________________________________________________________________
Institution: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State: _______________ Zip: _______________
Daytime Phone: __________________________________________________________________
Fax: ___________________________________________________________________________
E-mail: _________________________________________________________________________
(Please continue to the next page)

Please write a brief paragraph or two explaining your reasons for nominating this person. Be
sure to give examples of their accomplishments in GLPA, as well as those on the national
and/or international level:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Please submit three letters of recommendation for your nominee along with this form. Only
one of the three letters may be from a GLPA Executive Committee member. The other two
letters may come from current GLPA members, but it is highly recommended that at least one
of the letters come from a person outside the GLPA region. Mail this form, along with the
letters of recommendation, to the current GLPA President. Deadline: June 1st.

As an ongoing service to our growing user community, E&S offers
hours of free Digistar 4 training in live webinars. Now we invite
you to a live webinar to explore the power of Digistar 4’s groundbreaking graphical user interface for yourself. Just email us at
digistar4@es.com to reserve your spot in the webinar, and we’ll
send you the login information. Once you experience Digistar 4, we
think you’ll agree that it’s just the digital planetarium system you’ve
been looking for.
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GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana
October 20, 2010
Present: Cheri Adams, Bart Benjamin, Jeanne Bishop, Bob Bonadurer, Keith Davis, Dave DeRemer, John
French, Geoff Holt, Dave Leake, John Potts, John Schroer, Dale Smith, Dan Tell, and Gary Tomlinson.

Call to Order: President John Schroer called the meeting to order at 9:12 a.m. EDT.
Secretary’s Report: The minutes of the last Executive Committee meeting, held at the University of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana on April 17, 2010 had been printed in the GLPA Newsletter and e-mailed to each
member. Dave Leake moved that the minutes be approved. The motion was seconded and carried.
Treasurer’s Report: John French presented the Financial Report. It was reported that GLPA is in good
financial health. The total assets of GLPA are reported as $50,924.95. Gary Tomlinson moved that the
Treasurer’s Report be approved. The motion was seconded and carried. It was reported that there is now a
second name on each account.

President’s Report: President Schroer led a discussion of the remembrance policy and the recognition of
past members at the Friday evening Spitz Banquet. Some materials will be on display at the banquet.
The Membership Committee will maintain a list of Spitz Banquet speakers, Galileo Awardees, Service
Awardees, Fellows, and Honorary Memberships. Guidance will be provided to the History Committee for those
recognized on the GLPA website.
President-Elect’s Report
Handbook Revisions Report: Geoff has been working on posting the Handbook revisions to the
website with Drupal. The Executive Committee members will check the Handbook for possible revisions. When
making revisions to the Handbook, the Executive Committee members will share those changes to ensure that
the changes don’t adversely affect other sections.
Scholarship Report: A GLPA scholarship committee was formed to investigate the possibility of
offering a way for GLPA delegates with a financial need to defer some of their conference costs with the waiver
of registration fees and meal costs. The committee drafted guidelines which were approved by the Executive
Committee and placed on the GLPA website in the conference section. Two applications were received for the
2010 conference, approved by the scholarship committee, and then were approved by the Executive Committee.
An application form appears online. Promotion of the scholarship will be through the website and newsletter.
Dave Leake moved that the Conference Scholarship guidelines be amended as such: The Conference
Scholarship Committee will be an ad hoc committee established by the Executive Committee and consist of the
President-Elect (Chair), Past President, Membership Chair, and two GLPA members in good standing (non23
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Executive Committee) designated by the President-Elect. The President-Elect will notify the conference host of
scholarship recipients. The applications and list of recipients will remain confidential within the Scholarship
Committee. Scholarship awards will be granted final approval in aggregate by the Executive Committee. The
motion was seconded and carried.

Nominations Committee Report: Mark Reed, Cheri Adams, and Bob Bonadurer have agreed to serve on
the Nominations Committee for the 2011 fall elections and will assist the President-Elect Chair in the selection
of nominees for the next slate of GLPA officers.
Instructional Materials A/V Report: The A/V materials section of Instructional Resources received five
orders. A total of 30 show kits and DVDs had been ordered. Dave Leake is working with Geoff Holt to make the
Image Bank more accessible. Dayle Brown donated the images from her books to the Image Bank. The financial
report was sent to the GLPA Secretary/Treasurer.
FSIG Report: A Full-Dome Special Interest Group presentation was made by Dan Tell. The FSIG is created
out of membership interest for standards. Dan proposed the FSIG would provide GLPA with a unified voice and
raise the profile of GLPA. A discussion by the Executive Committee followed.
President John Schroer moved that a new ad hoc committee, the Technologies Committee, be
established by the Executive Committee for the purpose of representing the interests of GLPA planetarians with
presentation technologies, to provide resources and expertise, and to provide infrastructure. The Technologies
Committee Chair will report to the President. Members of the committee will be selected by the Chair from the
GLPA membership in good standing. Vendors may not be voting members on the committee. Reports will be
made on a timely basis to the Executive Committee and the membership. The Chairs of the Education,
Development, and Instructional Materials Committees shall appoint representatives of their committees. The
motion was seconded and carried. The Executive Committee endorsed the support of the President in his
appointment of Dan Tell as Chair of the ad hoc Technologies Committee.
Conference Host Report: Keith Davis made a brief report regarding the conference binders, bags, and the
Spitz Banquet.

Past President’s Report
History Committee Report: Garry Beckstrom will be leading the history breakout session at the
conference. He is organizing the archival materials chronologically and is writing missing conference
summaries. Garry’s hope is to eventually have historical materials available electronically and searchable by
members. He will be working with Chris Janssen on the photo archiving project. Chris had purchased the
equipment he proposed at last year’s conference business meeting, has combined all known conference photos
onto a portable hard drive, has created a mirror backup, and will be turning all materials over to Garry
Beckstrom at this conference. Dale Smith volunteered to scan the historical materials into PDFs if they are
already organized and make them OCR so they can be searchable. Geoff Holt will propose to the History
Committee that they copy, paste, and edit their materials directly into Drupal.
Insurance report: The premiums for our insurance policies have been paid.

Secretary/Treasurer Report (non-financial): John French will update any changes to the Executive
Committee contact information. John French led a discussion to possibly separate the Secretary and Treasurer
positions. Possible options require changes to the by-laws. Dale Smith will chair the committee to investigate
possible options. Committee members will include Bob Bonadurer, Gary Tomlinson, and John French.
IPS Report: Jeanne attended the 2010 IPS conference and council meeting in Alexandria, Egypt. At the
council meeting Jeanne highlighted GLPA’s website and education committee efforts. She will attempt to
provide IPS information for each newsletter. Jeanne highlighted the four candidates for IPS President and the
unopposed candidates for IPS Treasurer and IPS Secretary. The next IPS council meeting will be in Nizhny
Novgorod, Russia. The 2012 IPS conference will be in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Jeanne requested 10 minutes at
the 2011 GLPA conference for a presentation for the 2012 IPS conference. The three bids for the 2014 IPS
conference are Beijing, China; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and Vancouver, Canada. Jeanne moved that GLPA fund
the StarPartner Fund with a donation of $200.00. The motion was seconded and passed.
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Membership Report: John Potts reported that there is an increase of five members over last year. There are
fewer Solar System support memberships as several have shifted to regular memberships. More than 50% of
GLPA members are also IPS members. Ash Enterprises continues to offer to pay for GLPA memberships for
their customers. There are currently 79 Fellows with an addition of three Fellows. Drupal will make it more
readily available to provide information.

Development Report: Bob Bonadurer reported that GLPA is doing very well for vendor support of the 2010
conference and Keith Davis has been working well with them. 23 vendors are registered for this fall conference.
He reminded everyone to thank all the vendors for their support. There are four vendor sessions for the
conference.

Publication Report: Bart Benjamin reported that the quarterly GLPA Newsletter continues to run smoothly.
Of the eight contractual advertisers Evans & Sutherland occupies four pages, AVI/Konica Minolta two pages,
Global Immersion, Spitz, and Sky-Skan one page each, and Digitalis, GeoGraphics, and Seiler/Zeiss occupy ½
page each generating a total of $3,165.00 with each newsletter. The spring newsletter will be GLPA’s 170th
issue and Bart’s 93rd issue.
The production of the annual GLPA Proceedings continues to run smoothly as well. This edition will be
GLPA’s 27th issue and Dale Smith’s 23rd issue.
Dale Smith has completed an OCR scan of all the GLPA documents that he had previously scanned,
including all the Instructional Materials files (resource materials, scripts, TIPS, old newsletters from other
organizations, and Gary Tomlinson’s bibliography scans) and all the GLPA Newsletters. With OCR, these items
are now all searchable. He sent these on a DVD to Geoff Holt, who will gradually post them on the website
starting with the TIPS.
This past summer, GLPA joined the world of social networking by creating pages on both Facebook and
Twitter. As of early-October, GLPA’s Twitter Page has 8 followers and its Facebook Page has 29 people who
“like” it. Joining instructions was published in the autumn newsletter. Links to GLPA’s social networking pages
can also be found on GLPA’s Home Page. These ventures into social networking are still in their experimental
stages. Because of that, Geoff Holt and Bart Benjamin have asked for feedback from members so that these new
offerings can continue to improve and evolve.
In a project that spans both Publications and History, Dale Smith continues his effort to collect all the
old GLPA conference group photos and create keys where they don’t already exist. Dale has photos from all but
five (2 in the 1960s and 3 in the 1970s) and is trying to get keys for all photos.
Education Report: In July, Gary Sampson and Bart Benjamin represented GLPA at the 2010 NCSE
(National Congress on Science Education). Several important workshops were attended and resolutions were
crafted on issues such as: an emphasis on science as a core subject in the elementary grades and revisions of
National Science Standards. Gary Sampson has applied for a position on NSTA Informal Science Committee.
The IPS Directory was searched for portable planetarium owners in the GLPA area. A letter will be sent
to those on the list respectfully asking for more active participation in providing news for the GLPA Portable
Planetarium Group and for the IPS newsletter. Bart suggested that the list be sent to all state chairs.
Bob Bonadurer and Dave DeRemer have recruited additional animation and visual effects artists to
assist in the making of Cosmic Colors. Full-sky video segments with live responses to general questions about
color were taped at the Milwaukee Public Museum. The goal of the project is still to introduce and explore the
Electromagnetic Spectrum, and to highlight its astronomical uses. It is still our intent to produce full dome and
traditional versions of the program.
Specific topics for a Cosmology planetarium program are still being reviewed. The production of this
program will be delayed until Cosmic Colors is completed.
Bob Bonadurer and Dave DeRemer have recruited additional animation and visual effects artists to
assist in the making of Cosmic Colors. Full-sky video segments with live responses to general questions about
color were taped at the Milwaukee Public Museum. The goal of the project is still to introduce and explore the
electromagnetic spectrum, and to highlight its astronomical uses. Our intent is to produce full-dome and
traditional versions of the program. The show will be appropriate for grades 4 and 5 and up and explain the
importance of color. The show will be available for purchase through GLPA as a full-dome or traditional dome
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show. Bob requested additional funding for the show. Bart Benjamin moved that up to an additional $10,000.00
be made available for the production of the Cosmic Colors show. The motion was seconded and carried.
A sub-committee was formed within the Education Department to establish a GLPA document
describing suggested goals for K-12 Astronomy Education Standards. This document was produced and was
sent to our contact person who has ties to the National Research Council. The presidents of the other regional
planetarium associations have been notified about the importance of participating in this effort. Gary Tomlinson
proposed that the membership repeal the K-12 Astronomy Education Science Standards and allow the
committee to replace those and make revisions. The Education Committee will work on the replacement of
science standards and have the seven U.S. planetarium regionals adopt the same. John Schroer moved that
GLPA join a consortium of U.S. planetarium regional associations in an effort to have input into science
standards and frameworks. The motion was seconded and carried. John French moved that Gary Tomlinson be
reimbursed for expenses incurred in providing copies to all delegates. The motion was seconded and carried.

Instructional Materials Report
Printed Materials: Over the past 6 months, all requests for printed materials have been electronic. Dale
Smith has run all of the scanned printed documents through optical character recognition (OCR). All of our
documents are not only digitized into PDF files, but the text in those files can now be searched, copied, and pasted.
Thank you Dale Smith! As time allows, these documents will be uploaded to the new website for immediate
download. Printed materials demand is decreasing over time.
Live from the Planetarium: This project is nearing completion! Video clips have been selected from
the submitted recordings of live planetarium programs. In September, planning team members gathered to record
introductions to those selected video clips. And now the final stage of editing is taking place. The DVD should be
ready for distribution with the conference proceedings. Thank you to all who helped with this project! Bob
Bonadurer and Jean Creighton will be acting as hosts for the video. The video will be ready to be distributed with
the conference proceedings. The final step will be to have all contributors to sign off. Geoff’s paper presentation
will feature a preview of three minutes.
Website: The initial phase of our new website is ready for the Executive Committee to test. If approved,
the new website will be demonstrated at the conference, and rolled out in November. The new (proposed) website
currently has all of the functions of the current website, but with a new look that is consistent from one section to
the next. New features in the first phase will include a forum, and immediate access to download resources if you
are logged in as a GLPA member. Special thanks to Bart Benjamin for his assistance in this project! Geoff
addressed the various phases of implementation, the benefits and the liabilities of the system. Bart Benjamin
moved to accept Drupal for a Content Management System for Phase One to run the GLPA website. The motion
was seconded and carried.

Conference Planning: Gary Tomlinson moved to increase reimbursements for appropriate expenses with
receipts from $50 up to $100 for state hosts. The motion was seconded and carried. Gary Tomlinson thanked
Dave DeRemer for putting together the workshops and to Bob Bonadurer for his work with the vendors.
2011 Conference Planning Report: A contract has been signed with the Holiday Inn Hotel and
Conference Center in Urbana, Illinois. 125 rooms are being held at $90 rate, plus they are giving us all of the
banquet rooms and a hospitality suite at no charge to GLPA. It is located roughly four miles from the William
M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College. An optional post-conference excursion to the historic University
of Illinois Observatory (the birthplace of photoelectric photometry) is being planned. The conference dates will
be October 19-22, 2011.
Future Conferences: No invitations as of yet. The 50th GLPA conference will occur in 2014. Grand
Rapids will host the 50th Anniversary of GLPA in 2015.

Gift Shop Report: The gift shop has had no activity and therefore no report.
Old business: Work on state chairs providing info within the new Drupal system.
New business: Next Executive Committee Meeting April 30, 2010.
Adjournment: John Potts moved that the meeting be adjourned at 4:55 p.m. The motion was seconded and
carried.
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VOLUME VI, NUMBER 1
VERNAL EQUINOX, 1971
(6 pages in length)
GLPA’s 18th newsletter and the first issue of 1971 contained
the following articles and columns:
☼ In the cover story, titled “Educational Value of Travel Time,” Gerry Muhl of the Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, New York offers a number of educational activities that can be performed while en
route to the planetarium. One of the author’s suggestions was to “have the students determine which direction the bus is heading by observing the changing position of the sun.”
☼ In another article, titled “The Real Moon Illusion,” George Lovi of Viewlex, Inc. described another aspect of the Moon illusion — the fact that the Moon should never be used to estimate angular distances in
the sky, since the eye always sees the Moon larger than it really is.
☼ This historically significant obituary appeared on page 3:
“On Wednesday, April 14, 1971, Armand N. Spitz succumbed to a prolonged illness at
his home near Washington, D.C. He was 69 years old.”
“Born in Philadelphia, Dr. Spitz attended the Universities of Pennsylvania and Cincinnati, and was awarded a Doctor of Science degree from Otterbein College of Westerville, Ohio
in 1956.”
“As Director of Education of the Franklin Institute and lecturer at the Fels Planetarium,
Armand Spitz became fascinated with the potential of the planetarium as an educational and motivational device, At that time, planetariums were all located in large cities. Determined to bring
the beauty of the planetarium to more people, he conceived and built his first small planetarium,
and in 1947 founded Spitz Laboratories. Today, because of the vision, vitality, and human
warmth of Armand Spitz, hundreds of planetariums located in schools, colleges, and museums
throughout the world are visited by millions of people each year.”
☼ It was announced that the 1971 GLPA Conference would be held October 7 - 9 at the Mount Clemens
High School in Mount Clemens, Michigan. Jim Pike would serve as host. It was also announced that the
conference would include a field trip to the Bendix Systems plant in Ann Arbor (where spacecraft electronics are made) and one to the University of Michigan Observatories. Dr. Allen Hynek, who was the
chairman of the Department of Astronomy at Northwestern University and Air Force consultant on unidentified flying objects, would give the Armand Spitz Lecture.
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VOLUME XXVI, NUMBER 1
VERNAL EQUINOX, 1991
(12 pages in length)
GLPA’s 90th newsletter and the first issue of 1991 contained
the following articles and columns:
☼ In an article, titled “Digistar Helps Students Soar into Math and Physics,” Greg Barnes of Indianapolis’
SpaceQuest Planetarium describes “Project Outreach,” an initiative that gave high school students the tools
and skills needed to create 3-D images which could be displayed and visually explored on the planetarium
dome using SpaceQuest’s Digistar projector.
☼ IPS announced that in its recent elections, Gerald Mallon was elected President-Elect, Katherine Becker was
elected Executive Secretary, and Keith Johnson was elected Treasurer.
☼ In his President’s Message, Dale Smith quoted a passage from ASP’s David Morrison regarding science literacy and the value of planetariums:
“. . . The science education crisis we face is quiet, but nevertheless real. Unfortunately,
other more visible crises cry for our attention: oil supplies, the economy, drug abuse, the savings
and loan bailout. Ultimately, however, solutions for each of these problems will be influenced by
the education and motivation of individual citizens, and an innumerate and scientifically illiterate
population cannot make rational decisions about issues as diverse as weapons in space, energy
supplies, environmental protection, global warming, health care, or the ‘war’ on drugs.”
“The study of astronomy alone will certainly not solve the science education crisis. But
its visual appeal and intellectual fascination make astronomy the ideal gateway into science for
young people. . .”
Dale Smith continued his own message: “So we, you and I are in pivotal positions. We touch our students
and visitors with a subject that by its nature not only inspires global thinking, but also may attract them to
other areas of science as well. We are planting seeds which can bear much fruit.”
“The next time you feel mired in neverending work (and don’t we all?), stop just a moment to think
about this and feel good.”
☼ Seven safety and astronomy organizations have formed a coalition to produce three documents to ensure
safe observations and precautions for the July 11, 1991 solar eclipse. These include a media release, a brochure for the general public on safe observing, and an information sheet for educators planning to instruct
others in safe observing practices.
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June 21st – the official start of Summer arrives at 1:16 p.m.
Eastern Daylight Time or 12:16 p.m. Central Daylight Time.
usually brings a change of visiting groups from
PRESIDENT’S Summer
schools to summer camps and tourists. June also brings the
MESSAGE
publication of the annual GLPA conference registration packet.
Preparations are being made by our Conference Planning Chair
Gary Tomlinson and the gracious staff at the William M.
John Schroer
Staerkel Planetarium – Planetarium Coordinator and GLPA
President-Elect David Leake, Production Designer and Blender
wizard Waylena McCully, Operations Assistant Carolyn Martin and Timothy Hutchcraft — in Champaign, Illinois. Please be sure to fill out and get your registration in before August
31st, or register online at www.glpaweb.org when this system goes online later this summer.
I also have an update concerning some details from the 2010 GLPA conference. Most of you should have received your group photos by now, and after many delays beyond the Proceedings Editor’s control, the Conference Proceedings should be distributed by early July.
Continuing on the subject of GLPA conferences, this is a reminder that GLPA has a financial support program for
those members who work at an institution that is unable to support their attending the GLPA conference. The support covers conference registration fees and the meals package. Each delegate must cover their travel and hotel costs. These costs
can be made manageable by sharing a ride and hotel room with a fellow member. You may download the application at
www.glpaweb.org/GLPA-Scholarship-Form.pdf. Please be sure to include a detailed description on why you, your institution, and GLPA will benefit from your attendance at this year’s conference. The application is due to Membership Chair
John Potts no later than August 1, 2011. A committee will review all applications and inform the applicants of their decision by e-mail.
Looking to the future, GLPA has received an invitation for both the 2012 GLPA and 2013 conferences, as well as
an expression of strong interest to host the 50th anniversary conference in 2015. If your institution is interested in hosting
a GLPA conference, please contact Conference Planning Chair Gary Tomlinson. His contact data is listed on the back
cover of the GLPA Newsletter.
Have a great summer, and I look forward to seeing you in Champaign, Illinois!

Since I’ve had the privilege of being on the Executive Committee for 23 years, I’ve seen GLPA take great strides and accomplish great things. I’ve seen the birth and exponential growth of
EDITOR’S
the Internet and e-mail. I’ve seen planetariums shows evolve
MESSAGE
from reel-to-reel tape players and slide trays to digital audio
tracks and full-dome theaters. I’ve seen the GLPA Newsletter
evolve from scissors and paste to digital download. And all the
Bart Benjamin
while that this quantum leap in technology was taking place,
94
171
GLPA was there . . . and always seeking new ways to better
serve its members and the planetarium profession.
GLPA continues to accomplish amazing things! I encourage you to find this out for yourself by reading the minutes of the spring Executive Committee meeting, which were skillfully prepared by Cheri Adams and can be found on
pages 29-31 of this newsletter. Once you fully appreciate the scope of GLPA’s involvement in the planetarium profession
and science education, you too will be proud to be a member of such a dynamic and professional organization!
This issue of the GLPA Newsletter also contains a preview of the upcoming fall conference, written by our host,
Dave Leake. This will be the first opportunity for most GLPA members to see the new equipment that was installed
within the Staerkel Planetarium exactly one year ago — an Evans & Sutherland Digistar 4 system using twin covemounted JVC video projectors, a 5.1 sound system, and a cove LED lighting system from East Coast Control Systems. It
won’t be long before registration materials will be sent out to members about what’s shaping up to be a wonderful fall
conference. You can also watch for updates on GLPA’s Conference web page at www.glpaweb.org/conference.htm.
Please note that the deadline for the autumn issue of the GLPA Newsletter is August 1, 2011. Please submit your
facility reports to your State Chairs by late-July. Have a wonderful summer!
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Say “hello” to the Digital Starball
We like to re-write the rules. That’s why we
installed the world’s first Digital Starball at the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago – the highest resolution and
contrast digital dome theater in the world.
Our Fidelity Black 8K™ digital theater solution
features the renowned Zorro® projector to create
an experience so black, so resolute, so colorful,

so realistic, and so comparable to the crystal
clarity and accuracy of an opto-mechanical star
projector, that we challenge you to walk away and
not agree that you have just witnessed the world’s
first Digital Starball.
To see the Digital Starball for yourself,
please contact us.

UK: +44 (0) 845 0 456225 / USA: +1 720 259 1639 / info@globalimmersion.com / www.globalimmersion.com
Zorro is a registered trademark of Zorro Productions Inc., and is used under license by Rockwell Collins. Fidelity Black 8K is a trademark of Global Immersion

Fidelity Black 8K™ at the Grainger Sky Theater, Adler Planetarium, Chicago © Adler Planetarium

breath-takingly
mind-blowingly
heart-stoppingly
AWESOME

S TAT E N E W S
Chicago’s Adler Planetarium
was founded in 1930 as America’s
first planetarium. After closing for
renovations in September 2010,
the 81-year old historic sky theater — now named the Grainger
Sky Theater — has undergone a
complete transformation and will
serve as the centerpiece of the
Adler Planetarium’s new “Deep
Space Adventure,” an experience
scheduled to open to the public on
July 8. Adler Planetarium contracted Global Immersion for the integration of a Fidelity
Black 8K™ digital theater solution into the newly installed
71-foot/21.6 meter diameter dome featuring a 20-channel
hyper-array of Zorro® projectors from Rockwell Collins.
The final result is a true black immersive experience and a
display resolution in excess of 8.3K.
Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota planetarians
were honored to become the first audience to see programs
on the newly installed digital theater when they met at
Adler on May 14.
Peoria’s Lakeview Museum Planetarium hosted
its 11th running of the Interplanetary 5K this past April,
and had nearly double the participants; 270 ran or walked
from Mercury to Mars and back. The staff has no explanation for this increase except that this year, they included a
nicer, more expensive Tech Fabric t-shirt. “Being a planetarian often takes us into new interesting new territories,
like understanding the running culture,” observed Director
Sheldon Schafer. Starting June 14 through mid-August, the
planetarium will be offering shows six days a week, including Kaluokhina: The Enchanted Reef, Sensational Sound
Show, Black Holes, Dawn of the Space Age, Zula Patrol,
The Uniview Experience, TimeSpace, One World One Sky,
Earth Sun Moon, Extreme Planets, Expanded View, Galileo: The Power of the Telescope, Saturn, Jewel of the
Heavens, and a variety of AVI laser light shows. Every day
will feature a different selection of shows. The staff experimented with this format last year and the visitor response
was encouraging. Construction of the Peoria Riverfront
Museum, to which the existing Zeiss Powerdome planetarium system will be moved, is moving forward on schedule.
Opening day is scheduled for October 20, 2012. There is an
online webcam monitoring the construction site at

STATE CHAIRS
ILLINOIS:

Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
Triton College
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, Illinois 60171
(708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:

Alan Pareis
9421 Stagecoach Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46804
(260) 432-8786
bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:

Daniel Tell
Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids Public Museum
272 Pearl Street NW
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503
(616) 456-3563
dtell@grmuseum.org

OHIO:

Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-8666
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/
MINNESOTA:

Dave DeRemer
Charles Horwitz Planetarium
S14 W28167 Madison Street
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53188
(262) 896-8423
dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us
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www.peoriariverfrontmuseum.org. The planetarium walls can easily be seen rising up from the completed
parking deck.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College reduces its schedule a bit this summer
for Parkland’s summer session, temporarily suspending Saturday programming and adding matinees on Tuesdays and Thursday mornings. The staff remarks that they are very happy to be working with the PNC Foundation to bring One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure to their dome this summer. Also shown will be
Wonders of the Universe. Friday night programming will include their live backyard sky tour Summer Prairie
Skies, followed by Adler’s IBEX: The Search for the Edge of the Solar System. They’ll host their sixth wedding in early
June, too! Show creator Waylena McCully continues to work on Cosmic Colors for GLPA while Dave and Carolyn are
deep into conference planning. We are anxious to welcome everyone to Champaign-Urbana this October!
For the second year in a row, the Cernan Earth & Space Center at Triton College is suspending its weekend
public shows for much of the summer, with the exception of three “Super Saturday” dates. This action is part of a campus
wide cost-saving initiative by Triton College that runs from June 6 through August 7. However, the Cernan Center will
remain open on Mondays through Thursdays for group shows. Each of the three “Super Saturdays” — June 11, July 9,
and August 6 — will feature a children’s show, the Cernan Center’s own Monthly Skywatch, and a laser concert. The Cernan Center’s regular weekend schedule will resume on August 8. In other news, the Cernan Center production staff continues its efforts to convert its existing slide-based shows into a new three-screen video system installed late last summer.
Detroit’s Bad Astronomy and the Cernan Center’s own Nature’s Fury were the first two shows converted.

Indiana GLPA met in South Bend and Mishawaka on April 16 for their spring meeting. It was a
great meeting arranged by Ruth Craft of the Kennedy Planetarium and Art Klinger of the P-H-M
Planetarium in Mishawaka. Also assisting were nearby GLPA members Dayle Brown and Chuck
Bueter. It was also great to have Dan Smith, the retired director of the Kennedy Planetarium, in attendance, since it had been a while since he’s attended a GLPA event. Here are the details of the
meeting described in Ruth’s own words: “We had an overcast day outside, but the weather was fine
indoors and the sky was clear. We started with a wonderful breakfast buffet sponsored by Bowen
Technovation and coordinated by Dayle Brown. What a great way to begin a meeting! Several people presented a wide variety of papers and demonstrations. We had a GLPA update from our President, John Schroer, a ‘Bueter special’ on the transit of Venus, planetarium updates from the Ball
State and the Schouweiler Planetariums, a bit of Moon lore from around the world from Dayle
Brown, an opportunity to tour the Playground Solar System, and finally a little fun with star stories.
After a superb lunch provided by Konica-Minolta, we moved to the P-H-M planetarium, an opportunity to browse Art
Klinger’s space museum, a few more special presentations, and a Konica-Minolta demonstration of Media Globe III, their
newest development. We had a fine time together, as usual, and came away with new ideas and refreshed minds.” As state
chairperson, I would like to add my thanks to Ruth, Art, Dayle, and Chuck, for a great day. Also thanks to our vendors —
Joanne Young, Steve Hatfield and the members of the AVI/Konica-Minolta crew who came from Florida and Japan to be
with us. Thanks to “Indiana’s own” planetarium vendor Bowen Technovation. Thanks also to GLPA President John
Schroer for making the trek from Detroit to be with us for the spring meeting. The Fort Wayne, Schouweiler crew gives a
special kudos to Chuck Bueter for guiding them and John Schroer to an excellent locally owned Italian restaurant for a
fantastic evening meal and for joining us for part of our fine dining experience.
Gregg Williams reports that The Merrillville Community Planetarium will be renovated this summer. The
Spitz 512 projector and control console and the existing seats will be removed. The star projector elevator pit will be covered and new seats will be arranged around a much narrower center aisle. A new control console is being built for the
digital full-dome system and some electrical work will be done as well. Finally, a new control system for lighting and
sound will be added. In the fall of 2006, the Merrillville planetarium installed a Sky-Skan DigitalSky full dome projection
system. Over the last four and a half years, the planetarium staff has converted more than 50 programs from traditional
slide-based to digital format. The Spitz 512 hasn’t been used for the last two years and is being removed so that more au-
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Witness the mythic beauty of real
auroras in spectacular fulldome
timelapse photography

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions

Digital Theater
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dience seats can be moved toward the center of the theater.
An exhibit “SkyLore by Dayle Brown” will be on exhibit during June at Spencer Gallery within the
P-H-M library in Mishawaka. This is an opportunity to see Dayle’s original artwork that comprises the illustrations for her book Skylore From Planet Earth stories from around the World. Dayle’s new book features
stories of the Moon. Look for it soon, or contact Dayle direct at www.pegasusproductions.net.
Finally, hosting the spring state meeting apparently wasn’t enough excitement for Ruth Craft of the
Kennedy Planetarium in South Bend! During the last week of April, all 680 Kennedy Academy students came through
the planetarium to learn about NASA astronaut Michael J. Foreman, his space shuttle flights, and his spacewalking missions on the ISS. Then on May 2, Mike Foreman came to the school, hosted by the planetarium, and presented a fine program. The students were fascinated, as he is a good presenter and very personable. I highly recommend him as a speaker
for all ages. He is available through NASA, and our congressman’s office helped with the arrangements.

Michigan and Canadian planetariums will be holding a summer meeting
(featuring a potluck) in Jackson, Michigan in late-June. Details will be sent via the
state e-mail list as the date approaches.
The Cranbrook Institute of Science in Bloomfield Hills reports they are upgrading
both their planetarium and observatory over the next year or so. The planetarium will
upgrade to a D4 with a new surround sound system and LED lighting in the fall. The
observatory will follow a year later with a new dome, new infrastructure and a 20-inch
CDK imaging telescopes and a 6-inch Takahashi viewing telescope. They’ll also get
SBIGs, eyepieces, spectrographs, Calcium, Sodium and H-alpha filters.
Marquette’s Shiras Planetarium is continuing to celebrate the “Year of the
Solar System” by bringing back RingWorld and Moon Dreams before summer and then
debuting Nine (?) Planets and Counting produced by the Sudekum Planetarium for July
and August. They are excited to hit the summer months with no snow and the possibility of doing some late night observing of celestial treasures.
In Battle Creek, the Kingman Museum joined the Kalamazoo Astronomical Society and Kalamazoo Valley Museum for an awesome Astronomy Day event. Approximately 200 people participated in this exciting ice-themed event.
The event culminated with a keynote address by Dr. Mike Brown, author of How I Killed Pluto and Why it had it Coming.
In other news, Kingman Museum had record attendance for the month of April! Much of this is attributed to new and low
cost marketing endeavors, including a membership campaign through Groupon. If anyone would like to know more about
these new marketing initiatives, please contact the Kingman Museum. Summer plans at Kingman Museum include programming for the 21st Century Community Learning Centers. This is the sixth year of the partnership, which brings approximately 90 school children per a day, 2-3 days a week during the summer. New this year, the middle school children
will be participating in a six week course covering the history of our planet. The other big summer project is to develop a
planetarium based STEM curriculum to be launched in fall 2011.
The NASA designated “Year of the Solar System” continues to be the theme at Southfield’s Vollbrecht Planetarium with Cliff Jones presenting their winter series and Mike Best with the spring Friday night public shows. Except
for private shows offered 24/7 any month, they will remain dark all summer until their fall series begins on the day of the
Fall Equinox. “Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About the Solar System (but were afraid to ask)” is still their theme
all year as Mike and Cliff wax eloquently about the Sun’s 13 planets, 336 moons, 104 named asteroids, 1 gazillion asteroids and 2 gazillion comets. However, just before audiences cry out “Enough already with the solar system!” they also
talk about the birth, life, and death of stars; and what can be seen with the unaided eye, with binoculars, and with small
(up to 6-inch) telescopes. They then throw in a hodgepodge of other goodies including extrasolar planets (up to 2,000 candidates so far thanks to the Kepler telescope) S.E.T.I., and UFOs. “Hold on. Before you shake your head and grunt,” Mike
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adds, “we agree that UFOs are much like Scotch whiskey—you either love it or hate it and nobody is
neutral. Regardless, none of us should overlook the fact that many credible people are reporting incredible objects.”
As the Exhibit Museum Planetarium of Ann Arbor continues planning for its fall grand opening of Natural Selection: Darwin’s Mysteries, it is also moving ahead toward the completion of another
good school and public attendance year. The planetarium is hosting a number of donors from the 2007
renovation project later in May to show them the newest and best from the latest Uniview upgrade. The
planetarium is also a participating Uniview-based dome in the NOAA funded “Worldviews Project.” This three-year program will result in regionally-based, climate-oriented live programming. In Ann Arbor, they will explore the watershed of
the Great Lakes and spend time on the origins, use of, and pollution of the Lakes and watershed, and what is being done to
repair the Lakes.
The Delta College Planetarium in Bay City declared May “Astronomy Month” at the planetarium, in conjunction with International Astronomy Day and the anniversary of Alan Shepard’s first flight on May 5, 1961. To commemorate both, they presented a double feature all month of Two Small Pieces of Glass: the Amazing Telescope and Astronaut.
Between the two shows of the double feature, visitors were treated to a live tour of the evening sky in the theater. After
the evening shows, everyone was then invited to the planetarium’s roof-top observation deck to see the wonders of the
heavens for themselves through the planetarium’s telescopes. June begins their slower summer season where they recycle
some of the shows offered in the last year. They also gear up for their popular Children’s Summer Camp in June. This
year, the title of the camp is “Explore and Experience.” The planetarium works with the local public library, the Historical
Museum, the State Park and an organization that operates a two-masted schooner that sails out into Saginaw Bay. It is
four days of fun and learning as kids experience a variety of adventures at each of the facilities. July brings their annual
fireworks fundraiser. Those who attended the 2009 GLPA Conference might be able to imagine how their roof-top Observation Deck provides the best views of the fireworks in town!

Tom Oberst hosted the annual spring meeting of Ohio planetarians at the Westminster College Planetarium in New Wilmington, Pennsylvania on Saturday, May 7. Tom has recently
installed a Warped Media full-dome mirror system and opened the meeting with a thoughtful
comparison of analog and digital systems elucidating his decision to install a full-dome system. In the paper session, Ann Bragg led off with a discussion of her standards-based school
programs at the Anderson-Hancock Planetarium at Marietta College. Jeanne Bishop followed
with a discussion of forthcoming national standards and planetariums, with reference to the
GLPA document-in-preparation “Essential Astronomy Concepts for a K-12 Curriculum,” of
which she is a lead author. Finally, Dale Smith described the steps to successfully digitize
glass-mounted slides. Lunch at a local restaurant was followed by a wide-ranging discussion
about what makes a good planetarium show, a talk on spectral nomenclature by Curt Spivey,
and a showing of “Natural Selection” from Mirage 3D that wrapped up the day. An honored guest was Westminster
emeritus professor Dr. Floyd Zehr, who had done so much to develop the planetarium for many years and whose work
remains much appreciated today. The easternmost participant was Dan Zielinski from the North Penn Planetarium near
Philadelphia and the westernmost participant was Dr. Gary Mechler from Pima College in Tucson, edging out Waylena
McCully from the Staerkel Planetarium in Champaign, Illinois. Gary had been featured speaker two days earlier at the
May 5 meeting of the Cleveland Astronomical Society and was a visiting faculty member at Bowling Green State University around 1980 during BGSU’s pre-planetarium days.
On May 24, Matt Young hosted a meeting of the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums at the Euclid
High School Planetarium. Matt demonstrated the interactive “Moodle” software he is using in his astronomy classes and
also displayed the very nice Spitz A3P star field after having had a new bulb installed during service by Ash.
Jeanne Bishop reports that the Westlake Schools Planetarium has been under threat of closure due to drastically
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reduced funds (76% of previous amount) to the school district from the state. The cut is proportionally larger because Westlake is considered a “wealthy” district. Although initial recommendations, along with
other difficult cuts, had been to close the planetarium after this year, it now appears that it will remain open
for a limited number of programs. Since a great amount of programming occurs at the school where the
planetarium is located, no busing would be required to continue those standards-based programs. Currently, Jeanne has just finished a program Seasons and Life for Westlake’s first grade classes. In this program, the children see the sun’s path for the beginning day of each season, and they stand and review the path by pointing
and singing a song. Their review pointing follows Jeanne’s red laser pointer from sunrise markers on the eastern horizon,
through the noon positions, and then to sunset markers on the western horizon. Slides of plants and animals and artifacts,
sunglasses and sunscreen, fake flowers of different seasons and fall leaves, and maple syrup and fake snow help the children understand how the length and height of the sun path result in changes to both the natural world and their own lives.
The relationship of seasons and life are part of the Ohio first-grade standards. Jeanne has also been presenting a program
The Day Sky and the Night Sky for kindergarten classes. Many kindergarten children have seen the moon in the real day
sky, but by second grade they seem to forget that a moon in the day sky is possible. Jeanne recalls her son Eric at age two
sliding down a slick ice-coated sliding board in a snowsuit on a February afternoon. He landed in the dirt at the bottom,
looking up at the sky. He saw the Moon and said, “The moon! The moon!” Jeanne gathers that many children have similar
experiences making them aware of a day-sky Moon, but somehow books and societal interactions do not reinforce the
early discoveries.
Jim Gavio reports that the Erie Planetarium is running Bad Astronomy for its general public show and one of the
Skytellers programs for its children’s show. The planetarium has received a grant and has been building their own convex
mirror full-dome system as well as purchasing a portable planetarium to take on the road. While now trying to build up
their library of shows, they continue to run their slide and video shows. Jim and family were invited to be launch guests
for the liftoff of STS-134 by their astronaut friend Mike Fincke, who flew on this next-to-last Shuttle mission. The Gavios
travelled to KSC to see the launch and also attend a launch party for family and friends the night before. STS-134 Endeavor also took an Erie Planetarium banner into space and after return it will be displayed at the planetarium. Jim expresses his gratitude to Mike Fincke for being such a faithful friend to the Erie Planetarium for so many years.
Alex Mak reports that the University of Toledo’s Ritter Planetarium will be shut down from the end of May
until early October because they are removing their Spitz A3P and all the slide projectors and special effects and replacing
them with a SciDome XD from Spitz! This is Spitz’s newest system using dual 2560 x 1600 projectors. Ritter will be the
first planetarium to have this system installed. This summer, Ritter also welcomes Dr. Michael Cushing from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory as its new Director, replacing Dr. Rupali Chandar who has served as the Interim Director for the past
year.
At the Sidney Frohman Planetarium in Sandusky, Lois Wolf has been using the images and stories from Dayle
Brown’s books, Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world...Orion and ...Milky Way. She did a program in
the fall called Legends in the Autumn Skies using the Milky Way stories of “the Cowherd & the Weavermaid” from China
and Japan, the “Celestial Nile” from Egypt, and “Ashes” from the San of South Africa. Lois is sure to give generous credit
in her program to Dayle, whose illustrations are on a DVD that can be obtained through GLPA. For the late winter, Lois
did a PowerPoint program using stories from Orion called “Orion, Long Sash, or Three Zebras?” Lois writes, “I just
wanted to pay tribute to Dayle Brown’s books; they are so wonderful, and I think it’s important to bring the stories of
other cultures and a fresh look at the stars to my planetarium programs. Maybe if people realized that other cultures have a
rich mythological life and they can see their perspective, there wouldn’t be so much hatred among people. The one of her
illustrated constellations I love the most is the White Tiger from China, whose chest is Orion, goes through Taurus, Aries,
and whose tail ends up in Andromeda.”
At the Bowling Green State University Planetarium, Dale Smith continued running BG Fest 2011, featuring
programs he has created over the years that show the connection between astronomy and everyday life. Programs this
spring have included Star-Spangled Banners (2003), Worlds in Your Wallet (2006), and The Seabird Show (1993). Allen
Helfen, BGSU 2011 grad and participant in the last three GLPA conferences, has been awarded the 2011-2012 internship
at the Buehler Planetarium in Fort Lauderdale. The internship begins July 1 and runs for a year.
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The Minnesota Planetarium Society’s ExploraDome reached a milestone
in April — 100,000 visitors! At approximately 25 visitors at a time, that
amounts to 4,000 individual shows in just over four years. The ExploraDome summer schedule is filled with events at camps, summer schools,
the Minnesota State Fair, an ISS Downlink with local Boy Scouts, and an
evening of stargazing with the St. Paul Saints baseball team. This summer,
they continue their three-year grant with Goddard Space Flight Center to
develop NASA middle school Earth science lessons for the planetarium.
The first installment developed by the Mankato East High School team,
“Chemical Weather,” will debut in the fall. The staff will be working with
a teacher from the St. Paul Public schools and partnering with a team from the Seminole State College Planetarium in
Florida for this summer’s topics: Earth-Sun interactions, and the carbon cycle and ecosystems.
The UW-Milwaukee Planetarium is going to take advantage of the Harry Potter excitement this summer with a
program that will highlight all the astronomical connections with the characters in J. K. Rowling’s famous world of magic
and wizardry, such as Sirius, Bellatrix, and Regulus. “Starry Potter” will run on July 12 and 13 just before the release of
the last movie in the series, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2. Ten days later, the summer Friday night series
“Asteroid and Comet Watch” will run until August 12.
The Gary E. Sampson Planetarium in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin finished preparing the Detroit Science Center’s
program Bad Astronomy and presented it for May public shows. Over the summer, they will be working on preparing New
Horizons: Bridge to the Beginning from Patty Seaton at the Howard B. Owens Science Center, and will be conducting one
planetarium session per week for each of the summer school astronomy classes in the Wauwatosa School District.
This summer the Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee will be showing Earth, Moon & Sun from the Morehead
Planetarium in North Carolina. They will also be playing the Hubble IMAX film. They are also working on an original
full-dome production to go with their next big exhibit in October. Look for details soon.
This summer, the Charles Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin will be presenting Wish Upon A Star
for Saturday morning children’s programming and Time Bandits for the general public.
After 43 years as an educator and 33 years teaching at Como Planetarium, Denny Brinkman is retiring on June
15. As Denny reflects, “Being a teacher in a planetarium has been one of the highlights of my life. I have also enjoyed the
associations I have had with the members of GLPA. You are the greatest group of educators I have ever met. Thank you
for that!”

GLPA List Serve

DON’T MISS OUT

♦ Learn the latest conference information

To be included in the autumn issue’s State
News column, please forward news from your
facility to your state chair in the latter half of
July.

♦ Communicate with fellow GLPA members
♦ Get the latest announcements that apply to
the GLPA region

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy
event held at your planetarium, please e-mail
it to Bart Benjamin for possible inclusion in
the IPS Planetarian’s “International News”
column.

How?
Go to www.glpaweb.org.
Click on “Search/Other” and then follow the instructions to sign up.
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J O I N I . P. S .
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the largest organization of professional planetarians in the world.
It is comprised of members from all over the globe. GLPA is an affiliate of this prestigious organization. If you
are not a member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why? Because IPS serves its members with .
..
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
its biennial conferences
Proceedings of each IPS conference
free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
discounted subscription rates to the IPS slide service and IPS video compilations
access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
access to the IPS News listserv
networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS web site: www.ips-planetarium.org
IPS dues are only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels of membership are also available at Institutional and Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:
Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer, Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawaii, 600 Imiloa Place, Hilo, HI 96720 USA
Phone: +1 (808) 969 9735
Fax: +1 (808) 969-9748
E-mail: slaatsch@imiloahawaii.org

BULLETIN BOARD
BILL KOBEL OBITUARY
submitted by Jon Marshall and John Potts
Bill Kobel passed away at his home in North Ridgeville, Ohio on Friday, April 15 after
a long illness. Bill was retired from the science department at Fairview High School in Fairview Park, where he had served as head of the department, planetarium director, and chemistry
teacher. He had also worked at the Lake Erie Nature and Science Center’s Schuele Planetarium.
Bill was one of the early members of C.R.A.P. and remained very active in the group
until some years ago when his health began to fail, preventing him from attending meetings
with his enthusiastic regularity. Bill joined GLPA in 1970 and was a Fellow. Bill was married
for 60 years and had four children and seven grandchildren.
As Jon Marshall noted, “All of us who were fortunate to know him will miss not only
Photo source:
David Bogner Family Funeral Home
his warm friendship, but also his strong dedication to good science teaching, and particularly
his creative programs for the planetarium as a teaching environment which he so willingly
shared with his fellow planetarians.”

GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
If you would like to attend this fall’s GLPA conference but cannot afford it, please consider applying for GLPA’s
Conference Scholarship. Successful applicants will receive a free conference registration and meal package. For complete
details, please read the Conference Scholarship eligibility, expectations, application instructions, and criteria, which are
printed on page 19 of this newsletter and on GLPA’s Conference webpage at www.glpaweb.org/conference.htm. To apply, please print out the Conference Scholarship Application (GLPA-Scholarship-Form.pdf) on that same web page and return it to GLPA Membership Chair John Potts.

FREE MOVIES OF CARMA
submitted by Randy Landsberg (randy@oddjob.uchicago.edu)
Free movies of the Combined Array for Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA) from KICP and CARMA can now be
downloaded from the website of the Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics at the University of Chicago. The URL is:
kicp.uchicago.edu/education/courses/2010-dark/resources.html#CARMA. Full HD (1080p) mono and stereoscopic video
is also available for use in museums and planetaria by contacting Randy Landsberg at randy@oddjob.uchicago.edu.
Please include the name of your home institution in your request and how you plan to use the video segments.

DO YOU HAVE A PLANETARIUM SHOW IDEA?
As many of you know, GLPA has produced a number of planetarium shows that are then offered to members at
very reasonable prices. Currently, GLPA is producing a program titled Cosmic Colors, which is currently scheduled to
debut at the fall conference in Champaign, Illinois.
However, GLPA is always looking for new ideas for future productions. If you have a good idea, you are encouraged to submit your show production proposal to the GLPA Executive Committee.
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Discover the Legend Written in the Stars...

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions
Produced at 60 fps for enhanced visual clarity and realism
- also available at 30 frames per second -

Digital Theater
www.es.com
digistar4@es.com
Lamps of Atlantis AD no narrator.indd 1

2/1/2011 4:58:55 PM

2011 GLPA CONFERENCE
The staff of the William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College invite you to Champaign,
Illinois, for the 47th annual Great Lakes Planetarium Association annual conference, to be held
on October 19-22, 2011.
Parkland College is a two-year community college in northwest Champaign and a major
feeder institution for the University of Illinois. Enrollment for the Fall, 2010 semester was 10,700 students.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium is the second
largest planetarium in Illinois with a 50 foot, flat dome
and 128 seats. The planetarium was closed over the
summer of 2010 for the installation of the first Digistar 4 theater in the state. Two cove-mounted JVC
DILA video projectors now grace the projection gallery, although our Carl Zeiss M1015 opto-mechanical
still reigns in the center of the 50-foot dome.
The conference hotel will be the newlyrenovated Holiday Inn in Urbana, roughly
four miles east of the planetarium, though
half this distance is interstate highway.
The conference center features 8,900
square feet of exhibit space and we will
have the entire place to ourselves! A special conference rate of $90 per night has
been arranged. Conference registration information should arrive on your desk in June. This
year, thanks to Geoff Holt, we will be using a new GLPA website using Drupal for conference
registration and you’ll be encouraged to register online. We hope to see some new friends in
Champaign this fall and become reacquainted with some “old friends,” too. Plus, we’ll have the
premiere of the new GLPA full-dome show Cosmic Colors.
See you in Champaign this October 19-22!
Dave Leake
Conference Host
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GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
1. Who is eligible?
o
o
o

o

o
o
o

An applicant must be employed currently at a planetarium or recently have been involved with an active
planetarium. Planetarians who have been laid off recently are eligible.
An applicant must have been a member of GLPA for at least five years and be unable to attend the
GLPA conference without financial assistance.
The application should come directly from the individual who desires the scholarship. A letter from the
applicant’s supervisor (if employed) detailing the financial need should be included or sent separately, if
possible. A signed statement from the applicant must be included stating that the applicant could not
attend the conference without the scholarship.
Successful applicants will receive a waiver of conference registration and meal package for the annual
fall conference held in the year the application is made. Hotel and transportation costs must be covered
by the applicant.
Funds cannot be used to support vendor expenses, including registration.
The Executive Committee will determine the total amount of funding that will be available to potential
applicants during the budget cycle.
Applicants and awardees will be kept confidential.

2. Expectations of successful applicants:
o
o

o

Successful applicants must attend all parts of the fall conference held in the year the application was
submitted (i.e. not go for only one day or wait to attend until the next year).
Applicants are expected to serve GLPA in some matter, for example presenting a poster/paper at the
conference, working on a GLPA project, assisting the conference host, etc. (Please refer to
www.glpaweb.org/get-involved.htm for ideas).
The successful applicant must meet all deadlines, as applicable, for the scholarship application,
conference registration, or a paper/poster submission.

3. How to apply:
o

o

o

o

Applicants should submit the application and a letter from their supervisor (if applicable) electronically
to the GLPA Membership Chair by August 1. The application form will be available on the GLPA
website.
A committee consisting of the President-Elect, Past-President, Membership Chair and two GLPA
members in good standing (and not on the Executive Committee) designated by the President-Elect will
examine the applications and make recommendations to the Executive Committee.
All applicants will be advised via e-mail of the receipt of materials with decisions being made by
September 1. An applicant should wait to register for the conference until he/she is notified that he/she
has received the scholarship.
The President-Elect will notify the conference host for bookkeeping purposes.

4. Criteria - the committee will judge applicants on:
a) Financial need (as discussed in the application). Note: a letter from your supervisor, although not
required, is beneficial.
b) Potential benefits to the applicant and to GLPA
c) Ways the applicant currently networks with other planetarians.
d) The order in which applications are received. Potential recipients should consider applying as soon as
conference materials are available. Priority will be given to first-time applicants.

To apply, please print out the GLPA Conference Scholarship Application (GLPA-Scholarship-Form.pdf)
on GLPA’s Conference webpage at www.glpaweb.org/conference.htm and return it to GLPA
Membership Chair John Potts.
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I.P.S. UPDATE
submitted by
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative
This summer, the IPS Council will meet in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia from June 31 - July 1. IPS President
David Weinrich, a GLPA member, will officiate at his first Council meeting. The Past President is now Tom
Mason, with GLPA member Susan Button rotating out of her role as Past-President. Continuing as elected longtime Secretary is Lee Ann Hennig, who will be the Armand Spitz Lecturer at our fall GLPA conference. Also
continuing as elected long-time Treasurer is Shawn Laatsch. President-Elect is now Thomas Kraupe, who has
the unique role of being elected IPS President for a second (non-consecutive) time.
For a Council meeting, each representative of the 23 affiliates prepares an affiliate report. A packet of these reports is mailed to representatives before the meeting. Following the April 30 GLPA Executive Committee meeting, I sent my GLPA report with information about our activities. It is wonderful that there is so much GLPA
information to share. My report was six pages long. And it is very interesting to read about the meetings and
activities of the other affiliates.
If you have not checked the IPS website recently, I think you will be pleasantly surprised at the wealth of information provided there. See www.ips-planetarium.org. For instance, note the jobs listing (there were three positions posted as of late-April), IPS brochures in different languages, and many resources — education, full-dome
information, the IPS Video Service, vendor display, and publications. Sharon Shanks, a GLPA member, is in
her fifth year of publishing excellent issues of Planetarian.
The Eugenides Script Contest is open to all current IPS members. I urge you to consider submitting a script.
Complete instructions, a template, and an example using the template can be found on the IPS website. See
www.ipsplanetarium.org/events/eug/index.html. Previously submitted scripts and scripts that have been integrated into planetarium productions already released are not eligible. The target audience and topic are up to the
author. A full-dome presentation plan must be shown, as illustrated on the website, even though you do not plan
to give a full-dome presentation at your own planetarium. The contest is annual and the current deadline is December 31, 2011.
The 2012 IPS Conference will be held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, at the Irene W. Pennington Planetarium. Jon
Elvert will be our host. The time is Sunday, July 22 - Thursday, July 26, with the Council meeting on July 2122, and post-conference trips on Friday, July 27 to the NASA Johnson Space Center in Houston, the LIGO facility in Lafayette, and the French Quarter in New Orleans. There is a plan for Jon to give an illustrated presentation about the Baton Rouge IPS conference at our fall GLPA conference. I hope that many GLPA members
will be able to go to Baton Rouge, since it is relatively close to our GLPA region. The next (2014) IPS conference will be in either Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Beijing, China, or Vancouver, Canada — each much farther than
Baton Rouge. The IPS Council will select the 2014 site at the summer, 2011 meeting.
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ARTICLES
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATIONS PREPARE
FOR NEW SCIENCE EDUCATION STANDARDS
submitted by Gary Tomlinson
In an unprecedented move, all seven U.S. planetarium regional associations (including GLPA) have united to construct “Essential Astronomy Concepts for a K-12 Curriculum,” a 15-page document listing everything you need to know
about what and when to teach astronomical concepts but were afraid to ask. During a year-long process, all the planetarium regionals provided input to achieve this final document. It may be vied at: www.glpaweb.org/k12concepts.htm .
Please note that this is an improved version of the document adopted last fall at GLPA’s annual conference. We will be
asking the membership to replace the one previously approved and replace it with the one listed above.
This document was originally intended to used as a basis to provide input into Framework (which it was), the
document that will be used to construct the Next Generation Science Standards. This current revision of the national standards is being directed by the National Academies of Science’s National Research Council, the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, the National Science Teachers Association and spearheaded by Achieve. Achieve was created in 1996 by the nation’s governors and corporate leaders. It is an independent, bipartisan, non-profit education reform
organization. Achieve will take the Framework (due out by summer 2011) and construct the Next Generation Science
Standards. During that process we will have at least one more chance for input.
The reason GLPA and the other planetarium regionals got involved in this process is that on April 7, 2010, Jim
Beaber, formally of the Jefferson County School District’s RH Johnson Planetarium, suggested on Dome-L that the recent
closures of planetariums could be the result of the current U.S. National Science Education Standards not having strong
astronomy requirements. He further indicated that “other” sciences provided input into the construction of the current
standards but that the planetarium community did not, resulting in standards light in astronomy. The problem has been
that the directive for the construction of the Framework was to produce “fewer, higher, clearer” standards. This means that
there must be fewer overall standards than in the previous set.
We have taken two positions contrary to the current direction of reform.
1) We tried to not decrease the amount of astronomy basically in an effort to rectify the previous lack of astronomy in
the current standards
2) We broke down most of the grade ranges of concepts into single grades, especially in the early grades rather than
the very board ranges in the current standards
By taking that approach, we have created a document that will be very useful to teachers and curriculum developers.
Additionally it will be very useful to all of you. At a glance what concepts should be covered and at what grade
level is now oblivious. No longer will we need to wonder if this planetarium show is appropriate for a certain grade level.
Now we have a tool not only to guide show construction, we now can advise teachers and curriculum developers. We are
now empowered to do workshops to assist teachers. We can not only inform teachers of what to teach, we can provide
activities to supplement their teaching and show them how a planetarium visit not only “fits” in but also greatly enhances
their hard work in the classroom.
And speaking of workshops, we have some planned. By the time you read this, there will have been a presentation
at MAPS on “Essential Astronomy Concepts for a K-12 Curriculum.” This summer there will be additional presentations
at SEPA and the Western Alliance (joint meeting of GPPA, PPA, RMPA and SWAP). This October, we will be hosting a
workshop at GLPA’s annual conference in Champaign, Illinois, so all the regional planetarium associations are covered.
The most exciting of all are two workshops tentatively planed for the Astronomical Society of the Pacific’s (ASP) summer Baltimore meeting; www.astrosociety.org/events/meeting.html. As I stated above, there were four organizations
heading standards revision. All four will have representatives at the ASP workshop, along with our representatives. Here
participants will discover not only the history of how the new standards revision came about, how to impact the new stan-
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dards but also how to utilize “Essential Astronomy Concepts for a K-12 Curriculum” and how planetariums can help. In
contrast to planetarium conferences (where we feel we are “preaching to the choir”) at the ASP conference we will be interacting with non-planetarian classroom teachers, college and university faculty and researchers. If you don’t think interacting with anyone other than classroom teachers is important, all you have to do is to look at the National Research
Council’s 18 member committee that put together the Framework. You will see few, if any, classroom teachers there, so it
is imperative for us to work with the people who actually implement standards reform.
You can be sure that we will continue to do just that. If you get a chance to attend the ASP meeting, we could use
your support. We want to make sure our voice is given the credence and respect it deserves so that it is not only well received and listened to, but that the “powers that be” solicit our input in the future.

TAC COLUMN, SUMMER 2011
submitted by Dan Tell (dtell@grmuseum.org)
The last update from TAC was six months ago in the fall newsletter, outlining the committees creation and what I
thought it should accomplish. Since then, I, and the other committee members have been busy.
Evidencing this, at most of the state meetings (they all should have occurred by the time you read this), a survey
was distributed. Only Indiana missed out, because I couldn’t get in touch with someone there in time, but we’d like to
capture responses from Indianans at the fall conference. The survey consists of 19 questions which I’m using to try to understand what you, the membership, think on various issues that pertain directly to the current motives and goals of TAC.
I want to gauge what you really want us to do. I’ve been using the results I have so far to evaluate and better focus what
we are doing. This goes hand-in-hand with lots of direct contact I’ve received from the membership, and even from some
of the vendors.
Just as I outlined in the fall, we’ve been working on exactly what we said. We’ve focused onto two task forces,
looking at industry standards and a TIPS booklet on theaters converting to full-dome. Both projects are proceeding fantastically. The standards team has started with a look at definitions, making sure we’re all speaking the language, and trying
to develop a comprehensive and comprehensible list of many of the core terms in planetarium technology, especially
those specific to planetaria. We’ve then been using this to inform our discussions on potential standards.
As for the TIPS booklet, under the leadership of Waylena McCully, they’ve drafted an incredible outline for the
booklet’s contents. I think her team has done a great job so far of being fair, neutral, and informative, and I really think
this book will be an asset to everyone, not just those converting. One of the very first topics it intends to address is looking
at whether a full-dome conversion is really right for your theater, and what you can do to maintain and enhance functionality as a classical theater in the current landscape. We already have lots of people adding submissions on their experiences and thoughts on the conversion process, but I know Waylena is looking for lots more, and I encourage you to get in
touch with her.
Our progress on the above topics, and initial results from states that were surveyed at the time were presented before the Executive Committee at their spring meeting. The committee embraced our work so far, and support for our work
thus far; but I think our real test will come in the fall, when I hope to be able to present refined drafts of much of this work
to everyone at the fall conference. I’m eager for reaction, and particularly criticism, of our work, so that we can best refine
it into something useful.
In the meantime, as always, if you have feedback you’d like to send me, or would like to participate, shoot me an
e-mail at dtell@grmuseum.org. If you didn’t complete a survey, unfortunately, in my effort to keep respondents anonymous, I won’t send you one, but I do hope to collect more responses (including ones from Indiana planetarians) in the fall.
TAC’s missions are long-term, and I intend to keep listening to the members for a long time.
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G L PA E L E C T I O N S
CANDIDATES FOR GLPA OFFICES
Voting will occur at the Annual Business Meeting of the GLPA Conference in Champaign, Illinois or by absentee ballot following GLPA requirements.
The GLPA Nominations Committee respectfully submits to the membership the following candidates for office:
President-Elect:
Garry Beckstrom
Dayle L. Brown

Secretary/Treasurer:
John French

IPS Representative:
Jeanne E. Bishop

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT
Candidate Name: Garry Beckstrom
Institution: Delta College Planetarium & Learning Center; 100 Center Avenue; Bay City, Michigan 48708
Position: Astronomer / Planetarium Manager
Phone: (989) 667-2270

E-mail: garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

GLPA member for: 33 years
Educational Experience:
Undergraduate – University of Iowa (General Science, Astronomy Concentration)
Graduate – Eastern Michigan University (Geography, Rural Planning)
Additional Relevant Courses and Workshops:
Participatory Planetarium Workshop (sponsored by Lawrence Hall of Science)
Planetarium Production Techniques (Strasenburgh Planetarium)
Planetarium Career:
Exhibit Museum Planetarium (University of Michigan) 1977-1989
Robert T. Longway Planetarium (Flint Cultural Center) 1989-1996
Delta College Planetarium & Learning Center (Delta College) 1996-Present
Current and Past Service to GLPA:
Historian (current); Conference Host (2009); Nominating Committee (2008-2009); Hosted Michigan state meetings (Ann
Arbor 1987, Flint 1990, Bay City 1998); State Meeting Chairperson (1995-1998); Michigan State Chairperson (1981-
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1991); Session Moderator at annual conferences; Paper Presenter at annual conferences; Have attended 31 GLPA Conferences.
Member of the Following Organizations:
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (current Historian); International Planetarium Society; Digistar Users Group; Astronomical Society of the Pacific; Royal Astronomical Society of Canada; Society for Astronomical Sciences; American Association of Variable Star Observers; Antique Telescope Society; Sunset Astronomical Society; Astronomical Unit of
Michigan (current President)
Honors and Achievements:
Rank of Fellow of GLPA (1988); Delta College Service awards (2006, 2011); Delta College Team Player Award (2007);
Creation of monthly STAR WATCH, a simplified star map for beginners (22 years as of 2011).
Candidate Statement:
It would indeed be an honor to serve GLPA as President-Elect. Of all the professional organizations I belong to, this is the
one I consider more “family” than anything else. I have never encountered an organization whose members are so
friendly, so willing to share with each other, and so dedicated to the organization’s purpose. Many have been my friends
for more than 30 years. Members of GLPA literally taught me how to be a planetarian, and now it’s time for me to give
back.
I believe I’m prepared to represent our members. I have worked in a small facility (18-foot dome) and a large one
(60-foot dome). When I started years ago, I had a Spitz A-1, a slide projector, and a pointer. Now, working with Digistar
4, I think I understand the challenges that everyone faces no matter what type of facility they work in.
The rapid change in technology is challenging, as some can upgrade and others can’t. But it doesn’t matter what
tools you use to teach astronomy, what matters is that GLPA should be there as a resource for everyone. We need to continue our willingness to help each other by communicating and sharing. We need to remember that the bottom line is we
are astronomy educators, and the planetarium is the best teaching tool there is!
I think we need to periodically stop, step back, and look to make sure we never lose sight of what and who we are.
It’s important to encourage and support young, new professionals in the field the same way many of us were nurtured by
GLPA.

FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT
Candidate Name: Dayle L. Brown
Institution: Pegasus Productions
Phone: (574) 217-8557

E-mail: DayleDavid@comcast.net

GLPA member for: 27 years
Educational Experience:
Undergraduate – B.A. in Education w/ endorsement in Sp. Ed. (EMR), Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana
Graduate – M.S. in Education, Ball State University; Endorsement, General Science (K-9), Ball State University
Astronomy education related classes/workshops: Participant at 1985, 1986, and 1987 Spitz Summer Institute in Planetarium Education; Participant, Lunar Certification, Indiana Teacher in Space Workshop, Purdue University; Applicant for
NASA “Teacher in Space;” Participant at Professional Planetarium Production Workshop at the Bishop Planetarium; Participant at Space Academy Adult Program, Space Camp, Huntsville, Alabama; Participant at Planetarium Production
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Techniques Seminar at Strasenburgh Planetarium; Participant at POPS Summer Institute at the Lawrence Hall of Science.
Current and Past Service to GLPA: Donation of text and images from first three Skylore books to GLPA image bank;
Chair of GLPA Portable Network; Attended 20 GLPA Conferences and 8 State Meetings (co-hosted 1); Presented 18
workshops; Presented 9 papers; Presented 3 posters; IPS Rep 1992 – 95; Hosted 5 Executive Committee meetings; Established “Mobile News Network” column for GLPA Newsletter, 1992.
Member of the Following Organizations: Great Lakes Planetarium Association; Chairman of Portable Planetarium Network; Newsletter column: “Mobile News Network” (past); IPS Representative (past); International Planetarium Society
(IPS), GLPA Affiliate (past); Michiana Astronomical Society; Indiana State Teachers Association (ISTA); Hoosier Association of Science Teachers, Inc. (HASTI); Northern Indiana Artists, Inc. (NIA), Exhibit Chair (past), Historian; St. Joe
Valley Watercolor Society, South Bend Museum of Art rep; South Bend Museum of Art, SJVWS Rep., Art League: Garden Walk Coordinator.
Honors and Achievements:
Publication of four books: Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world…VENUS , Skylore . . . MILKY
WAY, Skylore . . . PLEIADES, and Skylore . . . ORION. Individual Artist Projects Grant Awarded for publication of
MILKY WAY by Indiana Arts Commission, Indianapolis, Indiana. Awarded “A Week in Italy”, Brescia, Italy, Starlab
Instructor in 2003. On-site co-director for POPS Summer Institutes, Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley, California. “Top
5” Science Teachers in Indiana in 1992. Awarded “Fellow” of GLPA in 1991. Awarded “Teacher Creativity Fellowship”
for planetarium education, Lilly Endowment, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Candidate Statement:
GLPA has been more than a professional organization for me these past 25 years. The members of this organization make
me proud to be a planetarian. They provide the structure, support, encouragement, and creativity to make us all better at
what we do. GLPA is respected and admired the world around for these qualities and more. I hope to provide the leadership framework for all of our talented and creative members so that they can continue to lead the field in the work of our
organization.
It is such an honor to be considered for an office in this wonderful organization. If elected, I will apply myself to
paying back for all the past deeds of kindness and support…and to paying forward for all the fresh new planetarians entering our profession.

FOR SECRETARY/TREASURER
Candidate Name: John French
Institution: Abrams Planetarium; Michigan State University; East Lansing, Michigan 48824.
Phone: (517) 355-4676

E-mail: frenchj@msu.edu

GLPA member for: about 10 years
Educational Experience:
Undergraduate — B.S. in Astronomy from Penn State University (1984)
Graduate — M.S.-Ed in Secondary Education from Duquesne University (1988)
Member of the following Organizations: International Planetarium Society; Digistar Users Group
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Honors and Achievements:
DUG 2003 Digistar-II 1st place demo winner; MSU Department of Physics and Astronomy Outreach Award 2008.
Candidate Statement:
I am willing and able to continue my service to GLPA as its Secretary/Treasurer. I have been working in the planetarium
field since 1988. My first job was to present shows in the Buhl Planetarium’s Starlab, to schools in and around western
Pennsylvania. My first planetarium conference was a MAPS conference in Wheeling, West Virginia. Ever since then, I’ve
been impressed and awed with the ability of the planetarium community to help other planetarians and their unhesitating
willingness to share valuable experiences.

FOR IPS REPRESENTATIVE
Candidate Name: Jeanne E. Bishop
Institution: Westlake Schools Planetarium; c/o 3180 Oakwood Lane; Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (440) 871-5293

E-mail: JeanneEBishop@wowway.com

GLPA member for: 40 years (from its inception)
Educational Experience:
Undergraduate — B.S., Kent State University
Graduate — M.S., University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., University of Akron
Current and Past Service to GLPA: President, 1999-2000; Served many years as Chair of Education Committee and
initiator of TIPS Booklets; GLPA Newsletter Editor from late-1985 through 1987; Have given papers and/or workshops at
every conference; Conference photographer for several years.
Member of the Following Organizations: Great Lakes Planetarium Association; I.P.S. (from its inception. I served two
terms as Executive Secretary and President of IPS); ASP (Astronomical Society of the Pacific); NSTA (National Science
Teachers Association); NAGT (National Association of Geology Teachers); Cleveland Astronomical Society (I served as
President, Secretary, Newsletter Editor, and Program Chair); Cleveland Geological Society; Delta Kappa Gamma
(Women Education Honorary).
Honors and Achievements: GLPA Galileo Award; GLPA Fellow; IPS Service Award; ASP Thomas Brennan Award for
High School Astronomy Teaching; Martha Holden Jennings Master Teacher Award; NSTA Ohaus and AGA first-place
project awards; Ohio finalist science and math Presidential award; textbook author.
Candidate Statement:
I am pleased to serve with GLPA’s own Dave Weinrich, who has now assumed the role of IPS President. While serving
one term as IPS Representative, I have come to appreciate how IPS has evolved into a truly international organization.
There are now 23 affiliates, and all have aspirations to help planetariums in their roles of disseminating astronomy and
inspiring visitors. As IPS Representative I will do my best to continue to represent GLPA interests while promoting the
value of planetariums everywhere. I will continue to serve on IPS Committees, such as the Awards Committee. I will
communicate IPS issues at meetings and in columns of the GLPA Newsletter, and I hope that GLPA members will share
points of view with me so I can best represent GLPA within IPS.
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GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
Clifford Pierce Middle School
Merrillville, Indiana
April 30, 2011
Present: Cheri Adams, Bart Benjamin, Jeanne
Bishop, Bob Bonadurer, Dave DeRemer, John
French, Geoff Holt, Dave Leake, John Schroer, Dale
Smith, Dan Tell, Gary Tomlinson

seconded and carried. It was reported that a second
name had been added to all GLPA accounts except
the Gift Shop account.
Time was spent examining and discussing the
annual budget. Bob Bonadurer moved to accept the
budget with provisions. The motion was seconded
and tabled. It will be voted on once all revisions have
been submitted to John French.
John French will investigate the status of the
brick GLPA funded for NSTA.

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order by
President John Schroer at 9:15 a.m. EDT. Barb and
Gregg Williams welcomed the Executive Committee
to Merrillville. The Executive Committee expressed
their appreciation of all the work the Williamses have
done to host the spring meeting.

President’s Report:
President Schroer led a
discussion for support of the Astronomy Education
Review. It was agreed that members should be
encouraged to contribute articles to AER and the
Planetarian. Gary Tomlinson made a motion to
donate $300.00 to AER, which was not seconded.
President Schroer invited Dan Tell to provide a
Technologies ad hoc Committee (TaC) report. Dan
reported following the first published TaC report in
the newsletter, he received responses from vendors,
mainly positive but also some negative. Dan has
also been contacted by IPS. Dan reported on the
results of a survey distributed to those attending the
Michigan state meeting. Dan will continue to update
the members by providing an article for the
newsletter and will work on a TIPS booklet.
President Schroer will continue to remind
members to be involved in organization-producing
shows and encouraged to serve on committees.
President Schroer led a discussion to rearrange the
order of the presentations at the Spitz Banquet and
when to introduce new members and the Executive
Committee members.

Secretary’s Report:
The minutes of the last
Executive Committee meeting, held at the University
of Notre Dame in Notre Dame, Indiana on October
20, 2010 had been printed in the GLPA Newsletter
and e-mailed. No revisions were made. Dave Leake
moved that the minutes be approved. The motion
was seconded and carried.
Treasurer’s Report: John French distributed the
Financial Report, which was then discussed. It was
reported that GLPA is in good financial health. As of
April 30, 2011, the current balance of GLPA’s
savings,
checking,
PayPal,
Image
Bank,
Instructional Materials, and Gift Shop accounts is
$35,025.88. Net income from the 2010 fall
conference at the University of Notre Dame is not
included in the previously stated balance. Keith
Davis will forward that revenue to John French. Gary
Tomlinson moved that the treasurer’s report be
approved. The motion was seconded and carried.
Discussion followed regarding the possibility and
need for an audit of the financial records. Gary
Tomlinson moved that the cost of an audit be
investigated and to determine what benefits would
there be to having an audit. The motion was

President-Elect’s Report:
David Leake, with
clarification from Geoff Holt, reported that there will
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be editable formats for the handbook to be updated
on the website. A scholarship application form can
be found on the website for the 2011 conference.
Nominees for the 2011 fall election will be
introduced to the members through the newsletter. A
discussion was held regarding the handbook and
posting it on the website.

increase of 13 members over last year. 94 GLPA
members are also IPS members. 132 members opt
for receiving both electronic and printed versions of
the newsletter, while 50 receive only the electronic
version, and 34 receive only the printed version.
Development Report: Bob Bonadurer reported that
GLPA has received significant vendor support for
the past several conferences, especially the 2010
conference. He led the discussion regarding vendor
presentation time. Vendor time at conferences will
be determined by the Development Chair, the
Conference Planning Chair, and the Conference
Host.

Past President’s Report: Cheri Adams reported
that Garry Beckstrom will continue working on
organizing the historical materials he has received.
A request was made for a brief summary to be
written for the conferences since 1995 with the
concern that memories will eventually fade. Dale
Smith would like there to be some organization to
the information eventually presented to him so Dale
can scan the materials. Dale has also continued his
efforts to collect all the old GLPA conference group
photos and create keys for those missing. Dale is
currently in contact with several veteran members in
an attempt to identify as many people in the group
photographs as possible.

Publication Report: Bart Benjamin reported that
the quarterly GLPA Newsletter continues to run
smoothly. Of the eight contractual advertisers Evans
& Sutherland occupies four pages, AVI/Konica
Minolta two pages, Global Immersion, Spitz, and
Sky-Skan one page each, and Digitalis,
GeoGraphics, and Seiler/Zeiss occupy ½ page,
collectively generating an annual total of $3,165.
The spring newsletter will be GLPA’s 171st issue and
Bart’s 94th issue. Bart will soon be making
improvements to the newsletter’s appearance.
The production of the annual GLPA
Proceedings has been challenging this year. This
edition will be GLPA’s 27th Proceedings and Dale
Smith’s 23rd issue as Editor.
GLPA continues to maintain a presence on
both Facebook and Twitter. As of mid-April, GLPA’s
Twitter Page has 17 followers (up from 8 reported
last autumn) and its Facebook Page has 73 people
who “like” it (nearly triple of those reported last
autumn). Seven GLPA sponsors – Dome 3D, Global
Immersion, Astro-Tec, Sky-Skan, Loch Ness,
Adventure Science Center (Nashville), and Mirage
3D – have opted to become one of GLPA’s “liked”
Facebook pages.

Secretary/Treasurer Report (non-financial): John
French will update any changes to the Executive
Committee contact information. Dale Smith reported
on the Secretary/Treasurer sub-committee findings
to investigate options for addressing the possibility
of separating the Secretary from the Treasurer
position. Dale found 100% of the past
Secretary/Treasurers felt that the position should be
split into two separate positions and supports that
option. He contacted all Past Presidents going back
just prior to his serving and found there was no clear
consensus for Past Presidents to serve as
Secretary. The Secretary/Treasurer sub-committee
will formalize a proposal to be presented to the
Executive Committee at the 2011 fall meeting.
IPS Report: Jeanne Bishop reported the next IPS
council meeting will be in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
July 31 to August 1. Jeanne requested the input of
the Executive Committee for her IPS report. Jeanne
requested clarification for contributing GLPA
information to the IPS Planetarian and discussed the
IPS script contest. The 2012 IPS conference will be
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Jeanne requested 10
minutes (non-concurrent) at the 2011 GLPA
conference for a presentation for the 2012 IPS
conference. The three bids for the 2014 IPS
conference were discussed: Beijing, China; Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; and Vancouver, Canada. Jeanne
mentioned the many IPS website sections, the
excellent work Sharon Shanks has done as editor of
the Planetarian, and President Dave Weinrich’s first
President’s Message.

Education Report: Dave DeRemer reported that
the NCSE (National Congress on Science
Education) Congress will take place July 23 – 27 in
Baltimore. The four topics to be covered this year
are repetitious of last year’s, not applicable to GLPA,
and therefore Dave is recommending not attending
this year.
Dave reported on the progress of the
Cosmic Colors planetarium program featuring the
electromagnetic
spectrum.
GLPA
members
participating in the project are Dave DeRemer, Bob
Bonadurer, Dan Tell, Gary Sampson, and Waylena
McCulley. Full-dome and traditional dome versions
will be available and the program will debut at the
fall conference.
Dave reported on the progress of the
“Cosmology” planetarium program. GLPA members
involved in the project are Dave DeRemer, Gary
Tomlinson, Bob Bonadurer, Ron Kaitchuck, and

Membership Report: John Potts, unable to attend
the meeting, sent his report with President Schroer
and reported that membership is at 216, which is an
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Gregg Williams. Ron Kaitchuck has completed his
script and show and GLPA will distribute it when
available.
Dave has sent out a call for 2011
conference workshops.
Gary Tomlinson reported for the National
Standards Committee (NSC; Gary Tomlinson, Gary
Sampson, Dave DeRemer, Jeanne Bishop, and
David Leake) for K-12 Standards Revisions. Gary
explained that the committee worked with other
regions to provide input on the framework of the
Astronomy and Space Science concepts for K-12
curriculum. Lee Ann Hennig (of MAPS) will present
the workshop at the ASP conference this summer
GLPA had originally planned to present. Discussion
followed John French’s motion to send someone to
the NSTA conference to show teachers how
planetariums can support teachers in meeting the
new framework. John French modified his previous
motion to give a workshop to spread the word that
instructs teachers in ways that the planetarium assist
them in teaching mandated concepts. The motion
was seconded, discussed, but did not carry. There
will be a SIG at the fall conference on standards.
Dave DeRemer relayed a report from Dayle
Brown and the Portable Planetarium Group. Dayle
found the group to be growing, was able to get
portable planetarium individuals more motivated,
and will continue to contact individuals for the group.
Dave thanked the Executive Committee for
the time he has served as Education Chair. In reply,
the Executive Committee thanked Dave for the 21
years he has served as Education Chair as he
prepares to step down from that position in the fall.

Audio-Visual: Dave Leake reported that of the 18
AV show kits ordered, all but one went through the
online store.
Conference Planning
2011 Conference Planning:
Gary Tomlinson
requested newsletters for new members at the fall
conference, which will be provided by Dale Smith.
Planetarian issues will also be available for new
members. Gary moved that GLPA spend up to
$1,200 for a quality wireless microphone, head clip,
adjustable volume control, XLR cable of appropriate
length with a transmitter and receiver. The motion
was seconded and carried. Gary moved that GLPA
subsidize the 2011 fall conference with $5,000. The
motion was seconded and carried. Gary moved that
GLPA fund up to 5 scholarships for the 2011 fall
conference. The motion was seconded and carried.
John Schroer has agreed to continue as the Door
Prize Chair for the 2011 fall conference. Dave
DeRemer has agreed to continue as the Workshop
Chair for the 2011 fall conference. The SIGs to meet
at the fall conference will be History, Technology,
and Education.
Dave Leake presented a draft for the fall
conference schedule for October 19-22, 2011.
2012 Conference Planning: No invitations have so
far been received, but there is a possibility of two.
The 50th GLPA conference will occur in 2014.
2015 Conference Planning:
Anniversary of GLPA)

Grand Rapids (50th

Gift Shop Report: The gift shop has had no activity
and therefore no report.

Instructional Materials Report

Old Business:
It was proposed that specific
members were poorly served by having their papers
lost from the last conference. John French moved
that a letter of apology be sent to the specific
members along with a $100 coupon to be applied to
a future conference registration. The motion was
amended to allow the coupon to either be applied to
a future conference registration or toward future
membership dues. The motion was seconded and
carried.

Printed Materials: Geoff Holt reported that all
requests for printed materials have been made by
members and will be available online.
Live from the Planetarium: Geoff reported the
video is completed and will be distributed as a DVD
with the Conference Proceedings CD. Geoff thanked
everyone involved in the project with special thanks
going to Dale Smith for facilitating the duplication and
distribution.

New Business: Geoff Holt moved that a $200
GLPA voucher be donated to Merrillville for the
generous support for hosting the Spring Executive
Committee meeting. The motion was seconded and
carried. The next Executive Committee Meeting will
be held on October 19, 2011.

Website: Geoff reported a delay in switching to the
new website due to the decision to handle the
membership management through the website’s
content management system. Geoff shared that John
Potts thinks the new site will work exceptionally well
for membership information. There has also been a
commitment to have the electronic conference
registration handled through the GLPA website. Geoff
thanked John Potts, Bart Benjamin, Tom Dobes, and
Adam Leis for their assistance with the project.

Adjournment: Gary Tomlinson moved that the
meeting be adjourned at 5:44 p.m. The motion was
seconded and carried.
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VOLUME VI, NUMBERS 2&3 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1971
(6 pages in length)
GLPA’s 19th newsletter and the second issue of 1971 contained
the following articles and columns:

☼ The first two pages of the summer/autumn combined issue previewed GLPA’s seventh annual conference, which was held in Mount Clemens, Michigan from October 7 to 9, 1971. Conference highlights
included tours of Bendix Aerospace and the University of Michigan’s Peach Mountain Observatory,
planetarium programs and papers within the Mount Clemens High School Planetarium and Chippewa
Valley High School Planetarium, and Dr. J. Allen Hynek delivering the annual Armand Spitz Lecture on
the subject of “Beyond the Planetarium Sky.”
☼ A news note reminded members that the Total Solar Eclipse of July 10, 1972 was only a year away, and
that the Greek cruise ship TSS Olympia would be sailing from New York with several noted astronomers
on board to rendezvous with the path of totality. Costs ranged from $395 to $495 per person. [Ed. The
TSS Olympia’s “Voyage to Darkness ‘72” was the world’s first eclipse cruise and laid the groundwork
for the explosive growth of eclipse tourism in the years that followed. With 834 passengers aboard, the
ship positioned itself under a ‘hole’ in the sky about 900 miles away in the North Atlantic, thereby
avoiding the inclement weather that clouded out most land-based eclipse observers].
☼ George Girard, the Planetarium Director in Marquette, Michigan at the time, offered his suggestion to
encourage reluctant first-time visiting grade school students to ask questions: “I have found an excellent
device which has never failed me. Just as the sunrise is about half over and just before the sun appears,
have a rooster crow. It never fails to get a good healthy laugh and lets children know you are human too.
. . . We found it good from grades 2 through 6 and adults.”
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VOLUME XXVI, NUMBER 2
SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1991
(24 pages in length)
GLPA’s 91st newsletter and the second issue of 1991 contained
the following articles and columns:

☼ Speaking of solar eclipses, the “Great Eclipse of 1991” was the subject of this issue’s cover and was mentioned several places in the newsletter. Several planetariums hosted trip packages to either Hawaii or Mexico to see the longest total solar eclipse until the year 2132. At the point of maximum eclipse, the July 11,
1991 total solar eclipse lasted for 6 minutes and 53 seconds.
☼ The General Assembly of the United Nations endorsed the participation of the United Nations in the International Space Year in 1991-92.
☼ It was reported that GLPA’s membership now stood at 244.
☼ GLPA Newsletter Editor Bart Benjamin conducted an interview with GLPA’s new President, Dale Smith. In
answering Benjamin’s question of “what attracted you to the planetarium field instead of pursuing a more
research-oriented career?” Smith’s reply was, “I’ve always enjoyed teaching. While in graduate school, I
taught part-time at a community college with a planetarium and really liked it. . . The planetarium field is
attractive for a lot of reasons. It combines many things I enjoy doing — photography, writing, explaining —
with great subject material. The challenge of building a program from the ground up was a strong attraction.
Other attractions include the amazing variety in every day, the autonomy and vacations of an academic setting, operating an expensive toy for free, and the wonderful people.”
☼ The 1991 GLPA Conference, which would be hosted by Warren Young and Rick Pirko from Youngstown
State University’s Ward Beecher Planetarium, was described in some detail. Scheduled speakers included
Dr. James Kaler, NASA payload specialist Dr. Ron Parise, and archaeologist Dr. John White, who spoke on
the solstice alignments of Indian mounds in Southwestern Ohio.
☼ In April, Chicago’s Adler Planetarium announced the retirement of Planetarium President Dr. Joseph Chamberlain after 23 years of service and the appointment of Paul H. Knappenberger, Jr. as their newly appointed
President. [Ed. Congratulations to Dr. Knappenberger as he surpasses his 20-year mark at Adler!]
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Digital Theater
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges the
following companies and organizations for their generous
support in Fiscal Year 2010-11:
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GOTO, Inc.
Mirage 3D
SCISS AB
Sky-Skan, Inc.
Spitz, Inc.

www.goto.co.jp/english/index.html
www.mirage3d.eu/
www.scalingtheuniverse.com/
www.skyskan.com/
www.spitzinc.com/

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
Ash Enterprises International , Inc.
Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.
Bowen Technovation
Digitalis Educational Solutions, Inc.
Evans & Sutherland

www.ash-enterprises.com/
www.astro-tec.com/
www.bowentechnovation.com/
www.digitaliseducation.com
www.es.com/

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
Denver Museum of Nature and Science
Dome 3D LLC
GeoGraphics Imaging
Global Immersion
Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.
MOROVAC-Mapcards

www.dmns.org/
www.dome3d.com
www.geographicsimaging.com/
www.globalimmersion.com/
www.konicaminolta.com/planetarium/

www.mapcards.net/

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.
East Coast Control Systems, Inc.
National Geographic
Raven-Systems Design, Inc.
Seiler Instrument/Zeiss
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI)
Sudekum Planetarium at Adventure Science Center

www.av-imagineering.com/
www.eastcoastcontrol.com/
www.nationalgeographic.com/
www.raven-systems.com/
www.zeiss.de/planetariums
hubblesource.stsci.edu
www.sudekumplanetarium.com/
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The transition from summer to autumn has begun in
the Great Lakes region. The days and nights are
becoming cooler, the leaves on our deciduous trees in
the northern area of GLPA have started to change,
summer camps have ended, and students are
preparing for the new school year. We are drawing
John Schroer closer to GLPA's 47th Annual Conference, to be
hosted by President-Elect David Leake and Waylena
McCully at the William Staerkel Planetarium in
Champaign, Illinois.
Whether you’re a veteran of many conferences or a newly-minted member of the planetarium
profession, you’ll have the opportunity to exchange ideas and techniques with your colleagues, learn about new
technologies from a growing list of vendors, attend workshops, and visit with old friends while meeting new
ones. Also, GLPA’s own Ron Kaitchuk and Jim Kaler will give presentations, while Lee Ann Hennig,
planetarium teacher at the Thomas Jefferson High School of Science and Math in Alexandria, Virginia will
present this year's Armand Spitz lecture. There is no better way to charge your creative batteries than to be an
active participant in the 2011 GLPA Conference. If you have not made the journey to one of our conferences,
isn’t it time for you to join our community?
See you in Champaign!

President’s
Message

Welcome to the next generation of the GLPA Newsletter.
These changes are arguably the most significant ones
ever made to the “look and feel” of our 45-year-old
quarterly newsletter. Colorful excerpts from the Hubble
Space Telescope’s photo collection now grace the
newsletter’s cover and the headings of most of its nonEditor’s
Bart
advertising pages. If you only receive the printed
Message Benjamin
version of the GLPA Newsletter, you should now
consider downloading the full-color digital version at
172
95
www.glpaweb.org/newsletter/download.
These improvements are the result of another,
less visible, change. The GLPA Newsletter is now
produced on the Mac OS X platform, using the Pages program in Apple’s iWork suite. This marks the seventh
generation of the GLPA Newsletter’s production history.
These newsletter improvements come on the heels of a much more significant achievement that took
flight in early July – the debut of the next generation GLPA website. Using a content management framework
called Drupal, Geoff Holt and his team of “Drupal volunteers” have been working for months to provide GLPA
with a suite of tools that integrates our conference registration, records management, online store, and website.
This is a very impressive accomplishment! Read more about it on page 13. Congratulations, team!
These two examples, when combined with new planetarium shows and other projects in progress,
underscore the fact that GLPA continues to actively pursue new ways to serve its members and the planetarium
community.
Please note that the deadline for the winter issue of the GLPA Newsletter is November 1, 2011. Please
submit your facility reports to your State Chairs by late-October. I hope to see you in Champaign!
The fisheye lens photograph and grid lines on the cover are courtesy of the William M. Staerkel Planetarium. The sky was
rendered for 9 p.m. on Wednesday, October 19, 2011 using Stellarium software.
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Introducing Cove EX
All-New LED Cove Lighting By Sky-Skan

32-bit Internal Precision
Perfect Low-Level Fade Performance
120x120° Wash + Zero Scalloping
281.5 Trillion Color Combinations
3-Year Warranty

“No stepping. Very Smooth. It’s as it should be.”
–Darryl Davis, Museum of Science, Boston

We can take you there™

S11-a14-01

Learn more at
SkySkan.com/CoveEX

S TAT E N E W S
From September through December,
Lakeview Museum in Peoria will be
presenting a variety of shows,
including Black Holes; Autumn/
Winter Skies; Earth, Moon, Sun;
KALUOKA'HINA: The Enchanted
Reef; The Uniview Experience;
GALILEO: The Power of the
Telescope; Extreme Planets; The Story
of Orion; Saturn: Jewel of the
Heavens, and Dawn of the Space Age.
This summer was the planetarium’s
last summer in its current building.
Next July, the museum and planetarium will begin their
move to the Peoria Riverfront Museum, four miles away in
downtown Peoria. Progress can be viewed with the “Build
the Block” webcam at www.peoriariverfrontmuseum.org.
The planetarium is the first structure on the block. The 54foot tall concrete ellipsoid will house the planetarium. The
planetarium will begin its popular “Wine & Cheese under
the Stars” series in November.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College in Champaign is pleased to welcome
GLPA members to the 47th annual conference on October
19-22. This fall, Staerkel is showing Dawn of the Space
Age from Mirage 3D, Evans & Sutherland’s Violent
Universe, and One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure,
in addition to their own backyard live show, Prairie Skies.
In November, they’ll switch to Santa’s Secret Star and
Season of Light from Loch Ness Productions. The
planetarium staff will welcome astronomer Jim Kaler to
their dome for a December 2 “World of Science” talk titled
“The Real Zodiac, 2012, and All That.”
The Cernan Earth and Space Center of Triton
College in River Grove continues its ongoing project of
converting its existing slide-based shows into the new
three-screen video system that was installed last summer.
Three planetarium programs were completed by summer’s
end, and at least two more will be converted to the new
three-screen format during the autumn months. Also during
autumn, the Cernan Center will replace the laser tube in its
laser projector and will present five different Earth and Sky
shows to the public, as well as four different laser shows,
four different children’s shows, and an assortment of mini
shows.

STATE CHAIRS
ILLINOIS:

Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
Triton College
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, Illinois 60171
(708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:

Alan Pareis
9421 Stagecoach Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46804
(260) 432-8786
bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:

Daniel Tell
Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids Public Museum
272 Pearl Street NW
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503
(616) 456-3563
dtell@grmuseum.org

OHIO:

Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-8666
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/
MINNESOTA:

Dave DeRemer
Charles Horwitz Planetarium
S14 W28167 Madison Street
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53188
(262) 896-8423
dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us
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Art Klinger of the P-H-M Planetarium in Mishawaka has exciting news. In his own words, “the
former P-H-M Planetarium [and] soon-to-be P-H-M Digital Video Theater are scheduled to reopen during the first week of October, 2011, assuming all installations are complete. At this point
in time, it appears everything is on schedule. When completed, we’ll have a new dome, 100 new
seats, Digistar 4 two-projector system, 5.1 sound system, LED cove lighting system, and 23
fulldome digital shows. We will be offering 40 slide projectors (Ektagraphic and Elmo), light
bulbs, lenses and slide trays, 85+ special effects projectors (Sky-Skan, Talent), and many other
related optical-mechanical items. Once I inventory everything, a list will be sent to all GLPAN’s.”
Mitch Luman at the Koch Planetarium in Evansville reports that his Science Educator of
six years, Gena Garrett, resigned to take a position with a local Nature Society. Gena ran their
popular Girl Scout Space Night programs and presented a large share of the shows in the
planetarium. Many Indiana planetarians will remember Gena from a few of their state meetings
during the past few years. Indiana’s oldest planetarium is still presenting as many school and
public shows as ever, but its present 52 year old dome is long overdue for some improvements. Mitch says he regrets
having to put off the announcement on what his institution has planned while they continue to get all their ducks in a row.
The planetarium presented laser shows in August with the help of its good friends at Audio Visual Imagineering in
Orlando. The Koch Planetarium is currently running Sudeukum Planetarium’s Mars Update program with an in-house
update segment on what’s happening with the many current and planned missions to Mars.
Alan Pareis, Director of the Edwin Clark Schouweiler Memorial Planetarium at the University of Saint Francis
in Fort Wayne reports that the annual Fort Wayne Three Rivers Fest was good for the planetarium. Their new show
produced last winter by one of their student staff members was well received and each show was well attended. Their new
show The Explorers of Polynesia is their own version of the original Bishop Planetarium The Explorers. “ExPop,” as their
staff calls it, has joined their show catalogue for group shows, and will be rotated with the other shows — now totaling 11
— for public exhibition. August is one of the planetarium’s three “closed to the public and groups” months and was used
by staff to catch up on projects, tweak shows, and perform maintenance. The director has started serious planning for
2012, but not for the reason you may think. 2012 is the planetarium’s 40th anniversary year.

The University of Michigan Exhibit Museum Planetarium in Ann Arbor and its
Director both turn fifty-three this year. In a month or two, the staff will be replacing the
dome computer with a new high-level model. This is also the first step toward cross
fading between the Uniview software and a fulldome movie player. The planetarium
continues to work on production of a Great Lakes watershed program (i.e. a series of
live dome transmissions and science cafés) that are scheduled to begin in the late-fall of
2012.
The fall schedule for the Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium has been
set. The family program will be BIG from the National Space Center. The stargazers
show will be The Starry Messenger, an in-house production in which Galileo (played by
planetarium director Eric Schreur) describes his 1610 telescopic observations. The
feature show will be 2012 – Mayan Prophesies from the Discovery Dome at the
Houston Museum of Natural Science. Music shows will return in October with a rotating schedule of Pink Floyd’s The
Wall and Dark Side of the Moon and U2. Currently in the development pipeline is Crossing the Sun, a show about the
June, 2012 transit of Venus, and a keypad-driven interactive solar system show.
The summer has been very busy for the staff in the Dassault Systémes Planetarium in Detroit. The feature show
Dinosaur Planet has been packed with tourists and summer camp groups, as well as families seeing the Dinosaurs
Unearthed exhibit. Production team members have been hard at work producing Sunstruck — Fury of the Daystar (its
working title), which is a new show about the Sun. As part of the NASA grant, a heliostat will be installed by the
planetarium to permit solar observations in several frequencies of light. The planetarium welcomed a new video editor,
Jay Swanson, to their production team, and worked with Ian Glodich, their summer production intern. The summer came
to an end by participating in the largest astronomy public event in Michigan – the 15th annual “Astronomy at the Beach.”
This event is organized by the seven astronomy clubs in southeastern Michigan, and supported by the planetaria at
Cranbrook, Detroit Science Center, Eastern Michigan University, and Wayne State University. Between 5 and 10 thousand
6
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Witness the mythic beauty of real
auroras in spectacular fulldome
time-lapse photography

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions

Digital Theater
www.es.com
digistar4@es.com
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people attended the two-day event, highlighted by telescopic and binocular views of the Sun, Moon, planets,
stars, and hands-on activities like “How Cold is Space?” by the planetarium’s own Dr. Freeze, John Potts.
This year’s keynote speaker was David Eicher, Editor-in-Chief of Astronomy Magazine.

After a nationwide search, Dan Zielinski has been hired as Director
of the new digital planetarium at the Jenks schools near Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Dan is a 2002 graduate of Bowling Green State
University. He hosted the 2005 Ohio meeting while at the
Coshocton Schools Planetarium, and more recently has directed the
North Penn school planetarium near Philadelphia. The 50-foot, 120seat Jenks planetarium is part of the school district’s new Math &
Science Center and is equipped with a Spitz SciDome HD fulldome
system.
On July 1, A. J. Helfen began a one-year internship at the
Buehler Planetarium in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. A. J. is a 2011
graduate of BGSU.
Alex Mak (University of Toledo’s Ritter Planetarium) and Dr. Laura Megeath (Lourdes
College’s Appold Planetarium) attended the Spitz Institute 2011 on July 18-22. Ritter is
installing a Spitz SciDome XD this summer and Appold acquired a SciDome system in 2006.

Dan Zielinski

A. J. Helfen

Cleopatra’s Universe is a new, original production from the Daniel M.
Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee. It will open this October to
complement the Cleopatra exhibit at the museum. Astronomical scenes
include Eratosthenes and the circumference of the Earth and the
Egyptian zodiac ceiling at Dendera. Other scenes include the Pharos
Lighthouse, the Library of Alexandria, and the Parthenon in Greece.
Bob Allen has returned as Planetarium Director at the
University of Wisconsin - La Crosse Planetarium. The planetarium
is resuming public programs, including their Album Encounter
multimedia light and laser shows. These were eliminated due to
funding cuts a couple of years ago. The October public program will be Galileo - The Power of the Telescope, produced
by the Soref Planetarium of Milwaukee. The November public program will be their own production titled Ancient
Observatories.
MSU Moorhead is entering the digital planetarium field with an Elumenati GeoDome Evolver. This digital
projector, scheduled to be installed in October, will supplement their existing Spitz 512, which is still going strong after 39
years. The new Elumenati projector will open up a whole new universe of programming possibilities for the university,
local schools, and public audiences. In anticipation of the new projector, Dave Weinrich attended the Uniview Users
Group meeting, which was held prior to the 2011 WAC meeting at the Mayborn Planetarium in Killeen, Texas.
The UWM Planetarium will present Year of the Solar System this fall. Audiences will learn about NASA’s
current and upcoming endeavors during this time of heightened exploration. Later in the fall, 2012: Fact or Fiction will
hopefully dispel anxiety about the end of the world just in time for the New Year.
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C O N F E R E N C E U P D AT E
Registration continues for the 47th Great Lakes Planetarium Association annual conference to be held October 19-22 at
the William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign, Illinois.
New this year, delegates are strongly encouraged to renew their
membership and register online on GLPA’s new website
(www.glpaweb.org). If you are in our membership database, you
should have been sent your login via e-mail. If you did not
receive an e-mail, you can “create an account” and provide a
password. You can register for the conference, sign-up for the
meal package, register for workshops, and sign-up for postconference excursions. It is recommended that you call the
Holiday Inn and Conference Center in Urbana, Illinois directly
to secure your room. Call (217) 328-7900 and use the “GLP”
group code. All details and workshop descriptions can be found
online as well as downloadable versions of conference
materials. The Staerkel Planetarium staff is anxious to see you
this October!

Staerkel Planetarium Staff (L to R): Carolyn Martin, Pam Friese,
Dave Leake, and Waylena McCully.

REMINDER: Please note that the early registration
deadline is September 23.
CLARIFICATION: You have the option to register
online and still pay by check. You are not limited to using
a credit card.
UPDATE: The conference hosts are planning to do all of
the on-site registration at the planetarium on Wednesday
and Thursday morning, meaning that there will be no
conference check-in at the hotel.
UPDATE: Transportation will be provided to and from
the Holiday Inn on both Wednesday and Thursday.
REMINDER: On Thursday morning, conference
delegates will see the premiere of the new GLPA
planetarium show Cosmic Colors.
UPDATE: Because of a kind donation, Chuck Bueter has dropped the price of his Sun Funnel workshop from $45 to $25.
Chuck urges all workshop registrants to read his Sun Funnel Workshop webpage beforehand, which is located at
www.transitofvenus.org/component/content/article/75-planetarium/292-glpa-sun-funnel-workshop.
REMINDER: Members not attending the conference should still renew their GLPA membership by filling out the first
page of the Conference Registration and Dues form and mail it back with their payment to GLPA’s Membership Chair
John Potts.
Photographs courtesy of the William M. Staerkel Planetarium.
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BULLETIN BOARD
WERE YOU THERE IN THE 1970s?

ASTRONOMY EDUCATION SURVEY

Dale W. Smith, GLPA Proceedings Editor

Roy Kaelin

I am assembling an electronic archive of conference
group photos and identification keys of names and
faces. But some photos and keys are missing.

At the 2009 GLPA conference in Bay City, Michigan, I
presented a paper titled “What Would Galileo Say?”
about the relative success of programs that
planetariums and other institutions carried out during
the International Year of Astronomy. At the conclusion
of that paper, I asked GLPA members to take an online
survey to gauge the success of those programs and to
gather opinions of astronomy education in general.

Do you have a group photo from any of the following
conferences – 1966, 1968, 1970, or 1972?
Do you have a key of names and faces for any of these
conferences – 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978,
1979, 1980, or 1983?

I would like to complete the tally of those results
before this year’s GLPA conference and am asking that
you complete the two surveys on my website at
roykaelin.com/surveys-and-links.html. They are called
the Galileo Survey and the Kepler Survey. Thank you.

If you have any of these missing group photos or keys,
please contact me at dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu. Or, if
you can help identify faces for any of the key-less
conferences, please contact me and I’ll send you a
copy of those conferences’ photos.

NSTA 2012 CONFERENCE PREVIEW
The Hoosier Association of Science Teachers, Inc. would like to invite you to visit
Indianapolis from March 29 - April 1, 2012 for NSTA’s Annual National Conference on
Science Education. Attending delegates will enjoy the following benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nearly 2,000 quality professional development workshops, seminars, full-day
programs, and renowned featured speakers
More than 400 exhibitors with cutting-edge products and freebies for teachers
Frequent networking opportunities
Time for renewing connections with old friends and chances to make new ones
A well-timed boost to your teaching and learning through new content
knowledge, techniques, and strategies for better classroom performance
Coverage of key education issues, including ELL, inquiry, assessment,
differentiation, and the new Framework for K-12 Science Education Standards

For more information, please visit www.nsta.org/conferences/2012ind or contact Jane
Hunn at hunnj@tvsc.k12.in.us.
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GLPA WEBSITE UPDATE
Geoff Holt
The new GLPA website finally went live on July 1st! Some of the additional benefits you can derive from the new
site include online membership renewal, online conference registration, and an improved online store. In addition,
nearly all of the printed materials from the Instructional Materials Library are now available for immediate
download as PDFs.
Networking is the backbone of the Great Lakes Planetarium Association, and it is our hope that the new website
can help our members support each other and share ideas. Current lists of members, Fellows, and Honorary Life
Members can help you connect with your colleagues. The list of current members is searchable and includes
name, institution, and state. Using those lists, you can view content that a particular member has posted on the
website, or send a message to them using their personal contact form. You can access these lists through the
Membership page.
Networking is also the main role for the forums. Current forums focusing on networking include the “Sharing
Ideas” forum, and the “Requests for Help” forum. If you have other categories you’d like to include, contact our
webmaster Geoff Holt at gholt@madison.k12.wi.us. Of course, the site still includes information about
conferences and state meetings, which are also excellent networking opportunities.
Most of the new features require that you log into the site. Current members have already been imported into the
system, and already have a username set up. All you need to do is click “Request New Password.” An e-mail will
be sent to the e-mail address currently in the membership database. If you need to update your e-mail address,
please send an e-mail to our Membership Chair, John Potts at jpotts@sciencedetroit.org. You may also want to
add the e-mail address webmaster@glpaweb.org to your address book, to ensure that e-mails from the website are
not apprehended by your spam filter.
Behind the scenes, the site is also designed to make the job of hosting a GLPA conference a little easier. Hosts
have long been supported by a substantial handbook, as well as encouragement and advice from Executive
Committee members and previous hosts. But hosts were still required to come up with their own system for
recording registrations and printing conference materials. The new system will assist with these tasks. Special
thanks to 2011 conference hosts Dave Leake and his staff, who are serving as guinea pigs to help us to refine the
system.
Special thanks also to Bart Benjamin and Tom Dobes for their invaluable assistance in developing and
maintaining the site. And thanks also to John Potts for getting the membership database ready to be imported into
the new system. The GLPA website will continue to develop over time. As the site expands, we’ll also be looking
for people to add to the web team. If you have feedback, requests, ideas, questions, or concerns regarding the site,
feel free to contact Geoff Holt. The web team hopes you will find the new site useful.
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ARTICLES
ON UPGRADES AND CONVERSIONS: THE LANGUAGE OF TAC
Daniel Tell
dtell@grmuseum.org
When I was a young[er] man, learning my American history, I recall being taught that Abigail Adams
famously told her husband and the Continental Congress to “remember the ladies” — that is, to not forget
women’s rights in creating this nation. Of course, women’s rights were neither enshrined in the Articles of
Confederacy nor in the Constitution of the United States that followed.
I bring this up because I’d like to thank someone who served as my Abigail Adams. Shortly after the
formation of TAC last fall, I received a wonderful e-mail from Ken Miller of Goto, which could be summarized
as “remember the classical theaters.” I’d very much hate to make the mistake of not doing so. Therefore, in
preparation for the materials we’ll be presenting this fall, I wanted to write this column to address that topic.
One thing Ken and others have stressed, and one thing that we’ve tried to enshrine in the language of
TAC is that although the word “upgrade” is casually used to refer to theaters adding fulldome video capabilities,
for many theaters, fulldome video is not an upgrade. I want to add another clause to that statement: even though
it isn’t now, it should be.
When I say that, I don’t mean that everyone needs to wake up and see the light of fulldome. Their
attitudes are in no need of adjustment. Rather, we as a community should be making sure that fulldome video
systems meet their and (since most of us are still classical theaters) our needs.
One notion that I wish to dispel is that this has something to do with starfield quality. Starfield quality is
something of a red herring because today’s digital starfields are not in the same class as opto-mechanical ones
and aren’t going to be for quite some time. They’re certainly getting better, but the opto-mechs are too. Modern
offerings are stunningly different from the A3-P workhorses that have been the backbone of American
planetaria. It’s not unreasonable to think that in the next few decades there will be a digital solution that will
create a starfield indistinguishable from an opto-mechanical one. Even if that happens, however, it will be quite
some time before everyone has access to it. But the starfield shouldn’t be a reason to hold back from converting.
Certainly, nobody wants an ugly sky, but it makes no sense to make this one variable an exclusive metric. It’s
likely that we could make even better skies if we mounted fiber optics directly onto the dome, but we’d lose
something very important – function and flexibility. From the Antikythera Mechanism, through the Wonder of
Jena and into the modern planetarium, what has given us our real teaching power isn’t just the ability to show
celestial objects, but the ability to control them.
Anyone who’s been to a conference in the past few years has seen Ken show a fantastic slide of a
computer keyboard and mouse on the dashboard of a car with text along the lines of “not everything’s better
with digital controls.” Ken and Goto are by no means enemies of fulldome; the reason he shows this slide is
because Goto produces analog consoles that cooperate with fulldome video systems. This slide perfectly
illustrates what Ken was saying in his “remember the classical theaters” e-mail – namely, that the reason
fulldome is not an upgrade for many is that by doing so, they sacrifice their ability to control the sky the way
they want to.
For many of us, the backbone of our presentations are our live programs, which often are a dialog
between the presenter and the audience, in which the presenter can fluidly and flexibly respond to the interests
15
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of the audience and show them what they want on the dome, things they could never see with a fixed sky or by
stepping out under the real stars.
Certainly, fulldome systems have improved on this greatly since their debut, and it is becoming less of a
concern with time. But it is something we as consumers need to make sure is still being heard by the vendors.
We need to make it clear that we want to easily control our skies. We also need to specify what controls we need
to have, especially as new vendors without planetarium experience enter the marketplace.
I am, of course, thankful for those vendors who come to our conferences with a copy of their control
software at their booth, so that we may experience what the controls are actually like. I’ve heard many
planetarians express that they’d also like to see this during the vendor demonstrations. Nearly every system can
play back pre-rendered fulldome shows, or do a real-time flyout of AMNH’s Digital Universe, but seeing
someone present a live sky program and respond to the audience’s interests in real-time would be a much better
demonstration of what many of us will ultimately be using these systems for. I realize, of course, the vendor
demonstrations are often to impress our administrators and those with the purse-strings, but in a more perfect
world, I’m sure many of us would want our administrators to not just buy a system for its looks, but also for
what that system enables us to do, cooperating with our audiences in real time.
Fulldome video should free us from the restrictions of classical technology, the fixed spatial location of
the opto-mechanical, to say nothing of the troubles with slide projectors and DVDs. It should allow us to do
what we’re already doing better, with more flexibility and ease. Converting to fulldome to run pre-rendered
shows isn’t necessarily an upgrade; converting to provide more control over your sky is! I hope that TAC can
remember this, and work and fight to help ensure that as time goes on, the option to convert to fulldome can be
realized for as many of us as possible.

DON’T MISS OUT

ELECTRONIC MAIL LISTS
★ Learn the latest conference information
★ Communicate with fellow GLPA members
★ Get the latest announcements that apply to the
GLPA region

To be included in the winter issue’s State News
column, please forward news from your facility to
your state chair in the latter half of October.

How?

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS
Planetarian’s “International News” column.

Go to www.glpaweb.org.
Click on “Other” and then follow the instructions to
sign up.
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A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland

Digital Theater
www.es.com
digistar4@es.com
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JOIN I.P.S.
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the largest organization of professional planetarians in the world. It is
comprised of members from all over the globe. GLPA is an affiliate of this prestigious organization. If you are not a
member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why? Because IPS serves its members with . . .
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
its biennial conferences
Proceedings of each IPS conference
free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
discounted subscription rates to the IPS slide service and IPS video compilations
access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
access to the IPS News listserv
networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS web site: www.ips-planetarium.org
IPS dues are only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels of membership are also available at Institutional and
Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:
Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer, Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawaii, 600 Imiloa Place, Hilo, HI 96720 USA
Phone: +1 (808) 969 9735
Fax: +1 (808) 969-9748
E-mail: slaatsch@imiloahawaii.org

VOLUME VI, NUMBERS 2 & 3
SUMMER / AUTUMN, 1971
(6 pages in length)
GLPA’s 19th newsletter combined the summer and autumn issues
into one. It contained the following articles and columns:
The first two pages of the summer/autumn combined issue previewed GLPA’s seventh annual conference, which
was held in Mount Clemens, Michigan from October 7 to 9, 1971. Conference highlights included tours of
Bendix Aerospace and the University of Michigan’s Peach Mountain Observatory, planetarium programs and
papers within the Mount Clemens High School Planetarium and Chippewa Valley High School Planetarium,
and Dr. J. Allen Hynek delivering the annual Armand Spitz Lecture on the subject of “Beyond the Planetarium
Sky.”
A news note reminded members that the Total Solar Eclipse of July 10, 1972 was only a year away, and that the
Greek cruise ship TSS Olympia would be sailing from New York with several noted astronomers on board to
rendezvous with the path of totality. Costs ranged from $395 to $495 per person. [Editor: The TSS Olympia’s
“Voyage to Darkness ‘72” was the world’s first eclipse cruise and laid the groundwork for the explosive growth
of eclipse tourism in the years that followed. With 834 passengers aboard, the ship positioned itself under a
‘hole’ in the sky about 900 miles away in the North Atlantic, thereby avoiding the inclement weather that
clouded out most land-based eclipse observers].
George Girard, the Planetarium Director in Marquette, Michigan at the time, offered his suggestion to
encourage reluctant first-time visiting grade school students to ask questions: “I have found an excellent device
which has never failed me. Just as the sunrise is about half over and just before the sun appears, have a rooster
crow. It never fails to get a good healthy laugh and lets children know you are human too. . . . We found it good
from grades 2 through 6 and adults.”
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VOLUME XXVI, NUMBERS 3
AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1991
(20 pages in length)
GLPA’s 92nd newsletter and the third issue of 1991 contained the
following articles and columns:
GLPA members Bob Allen and Bart Benjamin described their adventures to observe the “Great Eclipse of
1991” from the “Big Island” of Hawaii and Baja, Mexico, respectively. With morning clouds threatening to ruin
the view, Bob Allen and some of his fellow eclipse chasers hastily threw their observing equipment into rental
cars and began a mad dash to clearer skies. As Bob described, “our view of the outer corona was diminished
some due to some thin clouds and/or volcanic dust, but all in the group were pleased with our success.”
Observing from La Paz in Baja, Mexico, Bart had a much easier time of it. The weather was perfect, as Bart
described the 6 minutes and 22 seconds of totality – “By the time totality began at 11:48, the sun had risen to an
altitude of 82 degrees. Observing flat on our backs, we watched in awe as the natural progression of eclipse
events began to unfold. The diamond rings were even more beautiful and awe-inspiring than any of us “eclipse
virgins” had expected. Shadow bands were seen by those who could tear themselves away from the spectacle in
the sky. The corona displayed amazing streamers, spikes, and filamentary detail, and the “eclipse veterans” of
our group commented that the corona was brighter than they had seen at previous eclipses. As a bonus, at least
two large prominences were seen.” [Editor: In 1998, I was privileged to return to the Moon’s shadow on the
Carnival cruise ship MS Fascination near Aruba, raising my “totality time” to 10 minutes and 6 seconds. A total
solar eclipse is a stunningly beautiful natural event. You don't just see an eclipse, you experience it!]
GLPA appointed Eric Schreur from Kalamazoo as its new Membership Chairperson and Gary Tomlinson as its
new Conference Planning Chairperson. [Editor: Congratulations to Gary Tomlinson for his 20 years of service
as GLPA’s Conference Planning Chairperson!]
The upcoming 1991 GLPA Conference at Youngstown State University was previewed. Invited speakers were
announced, including Dr. James Kaler, NASA payload specialist Dr. Ron Parise, and archeologist Dr. John
White. Dr. Paul Knappenberger would present the annual Armand Spitz lecture.
In the IPS Update, David Parker briefly described plans for the 1992 conference in Salt Lake City and
announced that the 1994 conference would be held in Cocoa, Florida.
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Say “hello” to the Digital Starball
We like to re-write the rules. That’s why we
installed the world’s first Digital Starball at the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago – the highest resolution and
contrast digital dome theater in the world.
Our Fidelity Black 8K™ digital theater solution
features the renowned Zorro® projector to create
an experience so black, so resolute, so colorful,

so realistic, and so comparable to the crystal
clarity and accuracy of an opto-mechanical star
projector, that we challenge you to walk away and
not agree that you have just witnessed the world’s
first Digital Starball.
To see the Digital Starball for yourself,
please contact us.

UK: +44 (0) 845 0 456225 / USA: +1 720 259 1639 / info@globalimmersion.com / www.globalimmersion.com
Zorro is a registered trademark of Zorro Productions Inc., and is used under license by Rockwell Collins. Fidelity Black 8K is a trademark of Global Immersion

Fidelity Black 8K™ at the Grainger Sky Theater, Adler Planetarium, Chicago © Adler Planetarium

BREATH-TAKINGLY
MIND-BLOWINGLY
HEART-STOPPINGLY
AWESOME

The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges
the following companies and organizations for their
generous support in Fiscal Year 2010-11:

Parallel Universe Sponsors ($2,800+)
GOTO, Inc.
Mirage 3D
SCISS AB
Sky-Skan, Inc.
Spitz, Inc.

www.goto.co.jp/english/index.html
www.mirage3d.eu/
www.scalingtheuniverse.com/
www.skyskan.com/
www.spitzinc.com/

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
Ash Enterprises International, Inc.
Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.
Bowen Technovation
Digitalis Educational Solutions, Inc.
Evans & Sutherland

www.ash-enterprises.com/
www.astro-tec.com/
www.bowentechnovation.com/
www.digitaliseducation.com
www.es.com/

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
Denver Museum of Nature and Science
Dome 3D LLC
GeoGraphics Imaging
Global Immersion
Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.
MOROVAC-Mapcards

www.dmns.org/
www.dome3d.com
www.geographicsimaging.com/
www.globalimmersion.com/
www.konicaminolta.com/planetarium/
www.mapcards.net/

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.
East Coast Control Systems, Inc.
National Geographic
Raven-Systems Design, Inc.
Seiler Instrument/Zeiss
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI)

www.av-imagineering.com/
www.eastcoastcontrol.com/
www.nationalgeographic.com/
www.raven-systems.com/
www.zeiss.de/planetariums
hubblesource.stsci.edu
Sudekum Planetarium at Adventure Science Center www.sudekumplanetarium.com/

Check it out!

www.es.com

IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at
heritage.stsci.edu/ or the HubbleSite Gallery website at
hubblesite.org/gallery/. And because the photos are from
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:

Star Cluster NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
Bulletin Board:
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THE 2011 GLPA CONFERENCE:
SHARING TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUE

The revolutionary power of Digistar 4
is now portable.
The new Digistar Outreach uses a
single DLP video projector with a
fisheye lens, bringing uncompromising
big screen planetarium experiences
to inflatable domes.
From a simple iPad interface, you
can harness the power of Digistar to
reach out to your community in ways
you never thought possible.

WWW.ES.COM

FOLLOW US:

I am writing this column just before the American
Thanksgiving Holiday. I find that I have many people that
I am thankful for as I bask in the warm afterglow of this
year’s GLPA conference in Champaign. The first group is
our hosts, who conducted business with a mix of
timeliness, efficiency, and organization that was a wonder
to behold. While this year’s conference was well run, it
also had the usual GLPA flavor of a family reunion. Again,
thanks and praise to David, Waylena, Pam, and Carolyn at
Parkland College!
Much gratitude should be given towards the
group of companies that participated at Champaign. The
GLPA conference would be reduced in size and
importance without their participation and financial support. Please make the effort to thank them and give them your
business when tending to your dome. While they are in business to make a profit, they are all dedicated to our profession
and to your theater’s success.
I must also express my thanks to the members of the GLPA Executive Committee for their efforts on behalf of our
members. These include: David Leake for his work on this year’s election and running this year’s conference (Gee, being
President might mean less work for him next spring...); Past President Cheri Adams for her wisdom, wit, and complete
records of the Executive Committee meetings; Bob Bonadurer for his management of the many vendors that participated
and supported our conference and his efforts with fellow Executive Committee members to produce affordable shows for
GLPA members such as Cosmic Colors; Geoff Holt and his team of volunteers for their mighty effort to improve GLPA’s
website and make our online conference registration process simple, direct, and pain free for our members; Gary
Tomlinson for his continuing work to assist the conference hosts in improving our annual gatherings; Jeanne Bishop for
her service representing GLPA in the International Planetarium Society; Garry Beckstrom for taking on the task as GLPA
Historian to conserve and gather more information on the history of our organization; David DeRemer’s effort towards
astronomy education over more than a score of years; John Potts’ progress in updating our membership database; Bart
Benjamin’s work as Publications Chair and as the Editor of the GLPA Newsletter; Dale Smith’s tireless pursuit of
presenters to get the GLPA Proceedings out in a timely manner and his cherished cookies to assist the Executive
Committee survive our all-day meetings in the spring and autumn; John French for keeping our finances in good order;
Sue Batson for taking on the Education Committee and serving as conference host in 2012; and Dan Tell for his efforts in
developing industry-wide standards in the field of fulldome projection technologies.

President’s
Message

John Schroer

(continued on page 18)

I would also like to congratulate the staff of the Staerkel
Planetarium for an outstanding GLPA conference.
Throughout the pages of this newsletter, you will see
references to that wonderful conference. An assortment of
photographs from Conference Photographer Dan Goins
graces the cover and pages 26-28. His full collection of
photographs will be included on the Proceedings CD that
Editor’s
Bart
will be mailed to members in a few weeks. This issue also
Message Benjamin
contains some important articles. On page 18, Dan Tell
updates us on activities of the Technologies Committee. On
173
96
pages 23-24, Jeanne Bishop has prepared an informative IPS
Update. On page 17, GLPA Historian Garry Beckstrom
describes the significant progress that has been made in
collecting GLPA’s history and making it available to
members. And speaking of history, on pages 20-21, my own
40-20 column looks back at past GLPA news stories from the
winter issues of 1971 and 1991.
Please note that the deadline for the spring issue of the GLPA Newsletter is February 1, 2012. Please submit your
facility reports to your state chairs by mid-January. On behalf of GLPA’s Executive Committee, I wish you all a happy
holiday season and a wonderful 2012!
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Illinois has scheduled its state
meeting for Saturday, May 12, 2012
at the Discovery Center Museum in
Rockford. Director Sarah Wolf at
sarahw@discoverycentermuseum.org
will serve as host.

STATE CHAIRS
ILLINOIS:

Bart Benjamin
Cernan Earth and Space Center
Triton College
2000 Fifth Avenue
River Grove, Illinois 60171
(708) 456-0300, Ext. 3408
bbenjami@triton.edu

INDIANA:

Alan Pareis
9421 Stagecoach Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46804
(260) 432-8786
bellerophonii@aol.com

MICHIGAN:

Jennifer Sellers
Kingman Museum
175 Limit Street
Battle Creek, Michigan 49037
(269) 965-5117
jsellers@kingmanmuseum.org

OHIO:

Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-8666
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/
MINNESOTA:

Dave DeRemer
Charles Horwitz Planetarium
S14 W28167 Madison Street
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53188
(262) 896-8423
dderemer@waukesha.k12.wi.us

Lakeview Museum Planetarium will
present The Uniview Experience in
December and January and, from lateJanuary through May, they will
present The Dinosaur Prophecy from
the Burke Baker Planetarium in
Houston in conjunction with the museum exhibit “Be the
Dinosaur.” Also running will be a selection of laser shows
from AVI, as well as TimeSpace from the Adler
Planetarium. Construction of the new Peoria Riverfront
Museum is speeding along. Its progress can be viewed at
www.buildtheblockcam.com. The planetarium will close
on July 16, 2012 to move the Zeiss Powerdome
planetarium system to the new building.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College in Champaign would like to thank the
Executive Committee, speakers, and moderators for a
successful fall conference! The Staerkel staff will begin
2012 with their live Winter Prairie Skies program, along
with In My Backyard from the Calgary Science Center and
Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity. They also plan to
bring back Secrets of the Sun for Saturdays in early
March. Also in early March, Parkland will host the Science
Olympiad regionals plus a special “Science Night” for
Head Start children and their families. The “Science
Nights” project is a collaboration between the Staerkel
Planetarium, Illinois Public Media, and the PNC
Foundation.
The Cernan Earth and Space Center of Triton
College in River Grove presents its annual holiday show
titled Celebrations of Winter (which is making its 24th
annual run this year) and the Winter Wonderlight laser light
show. In January, the Cernan Center will premiere a trio of
mini shows – AVI’s Orion laser cartoon, Minneapolis’ The
Pluto Show, and an in-house presentation titled Mars 2012
– presented together as one feature program.
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Indiana has scheduled its state meeting for Saturday, April 14, 2012 at Carmel High School
Planetarium in Carmel. Keith Turner at wkturner@ccs.k12.in.us will serve as host.
The P-H-M Digital Video Theater in Mishawaka and the University of Notre Dame’s Digital
Visualization Theater are featured attractions in a line-up of community events related to the
2012 Transit of Venus. Plans for regional lectures, historical displays, art exhibits, music, solar
observing, telescope workshops, public celebrations, webcasts, and educational outreach will
make the Michigan-Indiana border area – dubbed Michiana – a Midwest destination for Transit
of Venus enthusiasts. Details can be found at www.transitofvenus.org/education/80-trove/301trove.
The world’s “Transit of Venus Man” Chuck Bueter encourages planetarians to watch for a
three-minute trailer in late 2011 that promotes the Transit of Venus itself, to be available in both
fulldome and flat screen video. Planning tips are provided at
www.transitofvenus.org/june2012/where-to-be/219-plan-a-community-celebration.
In other P-H-M news, Art Klinger reports that their planetarium’s renovation will be completed in January, when
they take delivery of AVI’s Skylase system.
The Evansville Museum of Arts History and Science reports that his institution is now a member of the Indiana
Space grant consortium.
The Ball State University Planetarium has completed the process of removing slide projectors from the dome.
This process began a number of years ago when the standard left-middle-right slide projector screens were replaced with
video screens fed by standard-definition CRT video projectors and DVD players. This system has now been replaced with
six high-definition projectors.
BJ Harper (retired Director of the Northrop High School Planetarium in Fort Wayne) recently traveled to the
British Isles to pursue her passion of archeoastronomy. She visited sites in Meath County, Ireland including the passage
tombs of Newgrange, Knowth, and Fourknocks. These tombs date back to 4400 B.C., which is the same time period as the
Egyptian Pyramids. She also visited Armagh, Northern Ireland, the location of the oldest observatory in northern Europe.
BJ also flew to Stornoway in the Outer Hebrides Isle of Lewis, home to the oldest Neolithic stone circle in the U.K. Some
of the stones seem to form the shape of a Celtic cross, but it is more likely that the constellation of Cygnus may play a role
in its interpretation. This was her second visit to the site know as Callanish. During these visits, BJ has become acquainted
with the couple largely responsible for the discovery of the Callanish site and the preservation efforts there. During the
first week of November, BJ was a presenter at the combined annual conference of the Detroit area math and science
teachers, where she made three presentations on the archeoastronomy of the British Isles.
[Editor: Michigan has a new State Chair – Jennifer Sellers from the Kingman
Museum in Battle Creek. Thank you, Jennifer!]
Michigan has scheduled its state meeting for Saturday, March 17, 2012 at Eastern
Michigan University in Ypsilanti. Norbert Vance at nvance@emich.edu will serve as
host.
The Vollbrecht Planetarium is completing its fall series of public shows about the solar
system presented by Mike Best. Vollbrecht begins its winter series of eight, 1½ hour
shows presented by Cliff Jones in January with When Worlds Collide: How our Earth
Moon System Formed. All eight shows offer question and answer, lectures, graphic
presentations, star shows, handouts, and door prizes.
The Robinson Planetarium and Observatory, which serves the Adrian City
Community and Lenawee County in south-central Michigan, has begun a remodeling program for the facility. Located in
Peelle Hall on the Adrian College campus, the 30-foot dome with a Spitz A-3-P star projector is the focus of this project.
Updating will allow the planetarium to continue serving the college as a teaching classroom for astronomy and for public
educational programs. With its 60-seat capacity, the planetarium provides weekly shows open to the public at no cost. In
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Cosmic Colors: An Adventure Along the Spectrum is a dynamic new planetarium show from
the Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA). It premiered on October 20, 2011 at the
GLPA Conference in Champaign, Illinois.
Cosmic Colors will take you on a wondrous journey across the entire electromagnetic
spectrum. Discover the many reasons for color — like why the sky is blue and why Mars is
red. Take a tour within a plant leaf and journey inside the human eye. Investigate x-rays by
voyaging to a monstrous black hole and then back at your doctor’s office. You will even see
the actual color of a dinosaur, based on recent evidence. Get ready for an amazing adventure
under a rainbow of cosmic light! 31 minutes in length.
Target audience: 5th grade and up
Ordering information:
FULLDOME VERSION:

$300 for a full dome masters at 4K x 4K (need 1 TB hard drive)
$250 for full dome masters at 2K x 2K
(need 500 GB hard drive)
$200 for full dome masters at 1K x 1K
(need 100 GB hard drive)

For FullDome versions, each planetarium must ship an appropriate hard drive to GLPA. Show
encoding is the responsibility of each planetarium.
TRADITIONAL VERSION:
$100 for traditional version with soundtrack, script and digital images (available starting February 1,
2012). Digital JPEGs only, including full dome images. Flattened video scenes are included for each
segment. Can be shipped on disk.
For more information on Cosmic Colors, please contact Dave DeRemer at (262) 896-8423 or Bob Bonadurer
at (414) 278-6985. To order Cosmic Colors, contact Dave Leake at (217) 351-2567 or dleake@parkland.edu.
Credit card purchases should go through the GLPA Online Store at www.glpaweb.org/online-store.
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1996, the facility was named after the distinguished industrialist Herbert Robinson, who provided funds for
the original construction.
This winter, the Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium will be running Invaders of Mars as its
feature show, along with their stargazing show Orion Nights and family show Sky Legends of the Three Fires.
Production is currently underway for the show Crossing the Sun, which will detail the Transit of Venus and
the eclipses of 2012.
The Abrams Planetarium is currently running its locally produced show Relics of the Big Bang, which describes
the research that MSU physicists are doing to look for the Higgs Boson and the dark matter particle. Researchers are using
the Atlas detector, part of the LHC at CERN, to hunt for these mystery particles that are thought to have been created soon
after the Big Bang. The show will be available in the near future as a traditional planetarium show to other planetariums.
The 2011-2012 school year started off with a (big) bang at the Upton Planetarium in St. Joseph. While the
majority of its shows are for school groups, their monthly community nights have become very popular. The first
community night of the school year had 75 in attendance for the premiere of their newest show One World, One Sky: Big
Bird’s Adventure. For a facility with only 55 seats, it was a very full house! The Upton Planetarium is currently working
on organizing a Transit of Venus event for June. They are hoping to make the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan a
destination for transit watchers.
In addition to big things, like the Universe, the University of Michigan Museum of Natural History
Planetarium (note their new name) will be going micro as well. As part of a temporary exhibit about mites and other
small things, the planetarium plans to host Nanocam: A Trip into Biodiversity. Additionally, a recent donation will make it
possible for the planetarium to crossfade between two different fulldome video sources. This will aid in the transition
between movies and other dome content. Several NSF-related projects with U-M astronomy and physics faculty will
produce short fulldome demonstrations on dark matter/energy, intergalactic objects, and the formation of the Milky Way
and its related dust clouds. These will eventually be made available to planetariums at no cost other than shipping.
The Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids and their parent institution, the Grand Rapids Public
Museum, have spent the summer preparing to host “Facing Mars,” an interactive exhibit looking at the challenges that
will be faced by explorers of the Red Planet. The exhibit will be accompanied by the locally-produced planetarium show
Our Bodies in Space and a variety of special events and programming in the museum. Over the winter, Chaffee will
present holiday-themed programming, including Loch Ness’ ‘Tis the Season and a laser light show titled Holiday Magic.
Over in the Motor City, the staff of the Dassault Systèmes Planetarium has been experiencing some
unscheduled time off, due to the closure of the Detroit Science Center. This closure is the result of a severe financial crisis.
Although the new CEO and Turnaround Team have been working since late September to resolve financing problems, no
date has yet been announced for the re-opening of the Detroit Science Center. Please visit www.detroitsciencecenter.org to
receive more up-to-date information.
The Delta College Planetarium has geared up for the holidays with two annual favorites, Season of Light and
The Mystery of the Christmas Star. Every year around the holidays, the planetarium also runs a “Holiday Stars and Crafts
Workshop” for families with children. Beginning in January, they will be collaborating with the Midland Center for the
Arts on a new exhibit called “Giant Worlds.” Since this exhibit concerns the giant worlds in our solar system, the
planetarium staff thought it would be great to run a companion show about possible worlds in other solar systems. So,
Extreme Planets will open as their winter feature show. For families and children, they will be running The Secret of the
Cardboard Rocket and Zula Patrol: Under the Weather. There will also be a joint scout program dealing with the exhibit
and shows.
The Kingman Museum has finished all of its big events for the year and can now focus on some exciting
planetarium projects! The Museum has partnered with an animation class at Kellogg Community College to create short
artistic videos that will be shown in the planetarium prior to their feature presentations. The students and Kingman staff
are having fun and learning a lot from this project. The staff will be spending the winter months developing programming
for preschool students. Initial project funding for the preschool STEM programming comes from PNC Bank. Other
projects included are Science Saturdays, enrichment kits, preschool scavenger hunts, and a wide range of outreach
programs. Wonders of the Universe is currently showing in the planetarium and Mystery of the Christmas Star will start in
December. In January, Kingman Museum is hoping to show Lamps of Atlantis, the Evans and Sutherland feature show
currently in production.
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Ohio has scheduled its state meeting for Saturday, April 14, 2012 at the University of
Toledo’s Ritter Planetarium. Alex Mak at amak@utnet.utoledo.edu will serve as host.
The University of Toledo’s Ritter Planetarium had its public grand re-opening on October 29
after a five-month shutdown for renovation. Over 800 people attended eight full-house
presentations featuring the world’s first SciDome XD system from Spitz. Congratulations to
Alex and the crew at Ritter for a long-awaited and well-deserved upgrade! Alex Mak gratefully
thanks “all the fine folks at Spitz for everything they did!” Ritter’s holiday feature will be The
Alien Who Stole Christmas and in January they will be featuring Natural Selection from Robin
Sip and Mirage 3D.
Wayne Kriynovich is the new Planetarium Director at the Schuele Planetarium at the
Lake Erie Nature and Science Center in Bay Village. Welcome Wayne!
Suzie Dills, formerly at the Schuele Planetarium, is the new Executive Director of The International Women’s
Air & Space Museum. IWASM is a free museum whose mission is to preserve the history of women in aviation and
space by documenting their past, present, and future contributions. The museum focuses its educational efforts on
promoting science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers to students. The museum has been located
in the terminal building of Burke Lakefront Airport since 1998. Permanent and special exhibits celebrate the achievements
of women from Amelia Earhart to today’s astronauts. Programming includes an annual Family Day in celebration of
Women’s History Month, summer aviation and engineering camps for high school females, lectures, guided tours, and
other special events. The exhibit area is open to the public seven days a week and admission is free.
Jay Reynolds, also formerly at Schuele, is now Director of the Lakeland Astronomical Observatory at Lakeland
Community College as well as lecturer and research astronomer for Cleveland State University. Jay was the featured
speaker at the October meeting of the Cleveland Astronomical Society with a presentation on the Dawn mission to
asteroids Vesta and Ceres. This was a joint meeting with the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums (C.R.A.P.)
Scott Oldfield reports that the Vandalia-Butler Planetarium at Smith Middle School hosted an International
Observe the Moon Night event on October 8. Because the skies were clear and a free Galileoscope was given away,
attendance was brisk. Also, in addition to the regular school programming, the dome hosted a geometry class to calculate
the square degrees of sky covered by the Summer Triangle, Hercules’ Keystone, and Lyra’s parallelogram among other
asterisms. Additionally, the Gothic Literature class spent some time under the dome retracing the path and adventures
portrayed in “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.” A planet show was planned for the November’s “Astronomy Night,” and
Scott is currently finalizing a grant application that would fund the installation of a planet walk.
The BGSU Planetarium has been running Fall Fest 2011, featuring a series of programs on astronomy in various
countries and cultures around the world. Among the programs is BGSU’s original 1991 production Sky Stones about
astronomical alignments in
ancient sites worldwide. BGSU
also hosted the September 10
meeting of C.R.A.P. The meeting
began with lunch at a Chinese
buffet restaurant and concluded
with a potluck at Dale Smith’s
home. Food for the mind included
a long sharing session among
those attending and a showing of
BGSU’s 2006 production Worlds
in Your Wallet about science and
scientists on the world’s currency.

Group photograph taken at the
CRAP meeting in September.
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Witness the mythic beauty of real
auroras in spectacular fulldome
time-lapse photography

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions

Digital Theater
www.es.com
digistar4@es.com
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The next Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota Planetarium Society (WIMPS)
conference will be held on Friday, April 27 and Saturday, April 28,
2012 at Southern Minnesota State University in Marshall. Dr. Ken
Murphy at ken.murphy@smsu.edu will serve as host.

The UW-LaCrosse Planetarium saw the return of Bob Allen as
Director of the planetarium this fall after a five-year hiatus. Among
other things, Allen brought back monthly planetarium programs and
weekly laser and light shows, both of which had been discontinued in
2009 because of budget cuts. The planetarium will be running Journey
to the Stars (Horwitz Planetarium) in February and Death of the
Dinosaurs (Pink Palace Museum) in March. They are also
presenting weekly Album Encounters programs, which are
light/laser shows to rock music. The show themes
alternate between current releases and classic albums.
The UWM Manfred Olson Planetarium is
celebrating the longest night of the year with a special
program called Winter Solstice on December 21. The
Friday night series “2012: Fact or Fiction” program has
been a great success. This January, Odyssey under the
Stars will be revisited. This special show brings out all the
astronomical connections in the Homeric Epic, the
Odyssey. The program is a collaboration between the
UWM Theatre and the UWM Planetarium, that will
involve storytelling, song, and, of course, stargazing.
The Charles Horwitz Planetarium in
Bob Allen in his planetarium. Photograph from the University of
Waukesha is showing Winter Wonders as its children’s
Wisconsin-LaCrosse’s Campus Connection web page.
public show in December and ‘Tis the Season for the
general public. In January, they will present Skylase laser
programs for Waukesha’s Winter Jan-Boree Festival. In February, their public program will be an in-house program titled
Legends of the Winter Sky.
The Minnesota Planetarium Society (MNPS) and the University of Minnesota - Bell Museum of Natural
History have agreed to integrate their programming and operations at the Bell Museum. “This agreement provides a
strong foundation for the award winning ExploraDome program,” says Susan Weller, Executive Director of the Bell
Museum. “It ensures the program will continue to inspire and educate children and adults statewide, and it will increase
the opportunities to use the ExploraDome’s immersive visualization technology for undergraduate education and faculty
research.” There is no timetable for proposing a new building for the combined programs, but the University has a wellestablished process for prioritizing future renovation and construction projects. As a result of the integration, the
Minnesota Planetarium Society ceased public operations and the organization’s assets were formally transferred to the
Bell Museum. The Bell Museum intends to operate the ExploraDome program in a similar fashion as previously available
with little or no disruption in service, and Sally Brummel will continue as the ExploraDome outreach coordinator. Her
new contact information is sbrummel@umn.edu and her phone number is (612) 624-8146.

DON’T MISS OUT
To be included in the spring issue’s State News column, please forward news from your facility to your state
chair in the latter half of January.
If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to Bart
Benjamin for possible inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International News” column.
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BULLETIN BOARD
GLPA ELECTION RESULTS

GLPA AWARDS

On October 22nd at the GLPA Conference in
Champaign, Illinois, GLPA conducted its biennial
election of officers. The outcome of this election was as
follows:

At the Annual Banquet of the GLPA Conference in
Champaign, Illinois, GLPA bestowed the following
awards:
GLPA Service Award:
Dave DeRemer
Charles Horwitz Planetarium; Waukesha, Wisconsin

President-Elect:
Garry Beckstrom
Secretary/Treasurer:
John French

Fellows:
Mike Narlock
Cranbrook Institute; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

IPS Representative:
Jeanne E. Bishop

Mark Webb
Adler Planetarium; Chicago, Illinois
Lois Wolf
Sidney Frohman Planetarium; Sandusky, Ohio
Congratulations to the GLPA award winners for 2011!
If you would like to nominate someone for
GLPA Fellow, Honorary Life Member, or Galileo
Award, please visit www.glpaweb.org/other to
download the PDF nomination forms, which you can
then complete and mail back to the appropriate
Executive Committee member.

GLPA WEBSITE NEWS
GLPA’s History can now be accessed by visiting
www.glpaweb.org/history. Dave DeBruyn’s article on
the founding of GLPA, a list of the original 62 Charter
Members who founded GLPA, and detailed
descriptions of all conferences, sorted by decade are
currently available. More resources will likely be added
in the future.
GLPA recently started its own website-based
GLPA Forum for planetarium-related discussions. Do
you have a tip you'd like to share with other
planetarians? . . . or suggestions for improving the
GLPA website? . . . or do you need help with something
related to planetariums? Please consider using the
GLPA Forum. Members can access this by visiting
www.glpaweb.org/forum.
Do you have other topics that you feel would
be helpful as a forum? Please contact Geoff Holt to
discuss your ideas.

WORKSHOP OPPORTUNITY FOR
INDIANA TEACHERS
BJ Harper, retired Director of the Northrop High
School Planetarium in Fort Wayne, would like Indiana
teachers within GLPA to know about a workshop
opportunity to make a Galileoscope for their classroom.
The workshops will likely be conducted in the spring.
Candidates must be Indiana classroom teachers and
must use the telescope for teaching purposes in order to
qualify for the workshop. Interested persons should
contact BJ Harper at starladybj@aol.com with their
questions and to obtain more details.
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STEVE INNIS

BRUCE BRANDLE OBITUARY

April 22, 1955 - October 16, 2011

written by Alan Pareis, Indiana State Chair

Information for this news story provided by GLPA
President John Schroer and Dr. Norb Vance at the
Eastern Michigan Planetarium in Ypsilanti,
Michigan.

Word reached me in a roundabout way of the
September death of Bruce Brandle, a former Director
of the Marion High School Planetarium, who died from
Huntington’s disease.
I recall Bruce as an active member of GLPA
when I became a member in 1988. I consider Bruce as
a friend and mentor, although I haven’t seen him in
years. Sometime in the early 1990s, shortly after I
became the state chair, Bruce volunteered to host the
spring state meeting. I offered to help, but warned him
that I was a newbie. Bruce’s response was “no problem,
come over to Marion and we will talk.” I did so, and
Bruce remembered that I had won a show kit from the
Davis Planetarium at the previous GLPA conference. I
laughed and said, “it’s a great prize, but I don’t know
what to do with it as the Friday night observatory
operator at Adler with a full-time job in another field.”
Bruce’s response was “you never know, why not bring
the kit with you next time. Perhaps we can put it
together for a preview to show at the state meeting.”
I took Bruce up on his offer, and we spent a
few afternoons putting our version of the show together
in time to run it manually at the spring meeting. It
certainly wasn’t a finished product, but through this
experience with Bruce, I learned basic show
production, including cutting and modifying the
supplied script and adding your own embellishments.
Years passed. I lost track of Bruce when he left
teaching and the planetarium for health reasons. I will
always be grateful to Bruce for exhibiting the GLPA
welcoming and helping attitude to me as a newcomer to
the organization and the planetarium world.

Steve Innis passed away suddenly at home with his
family, just days before this year’s GLPA Conference in
Champaign, Illinois.
Steve was a graduate of Eastern Michigan
University (EMU), majoring in Physics and Astronomy
and graduating in 1980. Steve was an avid amateur
astronomer and ATM (amateur telescope maker). He
was a co-founder of the EMU student astronomy club
in 1977, which remains very active today. Steve
attended numerous Stellafane conventions in Vermont,
built a backyard observatory, constructed several
telescopes, made major repairs to the EMU Mellish 10inch refractor telescope at Sherzer Observatory
(unfortunately lost in a fire in March of 1989). He also
worked for telescope supplier JMI in Colorado during
the 1980s.
Steve served as Planetarium Technician at the
University of Southern Maine’s Southworth
Planetarium and as a technology expert at the John
Mitchell Technology Center at the University of
Southern Maine. Steve built models including a
working Foucault pendulum at the Southworth
Planetarium and was recently appointed to the post of
conference photographer and election chair of MAPS.
Steve was planning to attend the 2011 GLPA
conference in Champaign. His quiet dedication will be
sorely missed.

GLPA POLO SHIRTS AND PINS
The GLPA gift shop offers polo shirts by Port Authority®. According to the manufacturer, “these sport shirts are
known for their exceptional range of colors, styles and sizes. The soft pique knit is shrink resistant and easy to care for,
so you will always look your best.” The GLPA gift shop offers a nice selection of colors. Light-colored shirts have black
GLPA logo stitching, and dark-colored shirts have white GLPA logo stitching. Their cost through the GLPA gift shop is
$30, which includes USPS Priority Mail shipping. Please contact Todd DeZeeuw at glpagiftshop@charter.net for current
colors and sizes in inventory.
The GLPA gift shop also offers GLPA pins, which are one inch in diameter and feature the GLPA logo on a gold
metal background. Their cost is $5 each, which also includes shipping.
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Introducing Cove EX
All-New LED Cove Lighting By Sky-Skan

32-bit Internal Precision
Perfect Low-Level Fade Performance
120x120° Wash + Zero Scalloping
281.5 Trillion Color Combinations
3-Year Warranty

“No stepping. Very Smooth. It’s as it should be.”
–Darryl Davis, Museum of Science, Boston

We can take you there™

S11-a14-01

Learn more at
SkySkan.com/CoveEX
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GLPA HISTORY UPDATE

MARK REED
WINS BRENNAN AWARD

Garry Beckstrom, Historian
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu

Mark S. Reed of Jackson High
School in Jackson, Michigan is the
latest planetarian from GLPA to be
awarded the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific’s prestigious Thomas
J. Brennan Award, which is given
each year to an individual
demonstrating excellence in the
teaching of astronomy at the high
school level in North America. The winners will have
demonstrated exceptional commitment to classroom or
planetarium education, as well as the training of other
teachers.
Mark has taught astronomy at Jackson High
School for 23 years. Among his accomplishments is the
revitalization of the high school’s Peter F. Hurst
Planetarium, of which he became director in 1992 and
which he uses extensively in his innovative teaching,
serving his classes, the high school and the surrounding
area. He has assisted in the retrofit of the Jackson
County Intermediate School District's Camp McGregor
Observatory, where he is a lead teacher helping local
high school students learn about CCD imaging. Mark is
currently teaching eighth grade science full-time and
operating the planetarium on the side.
Mark Reed is the seventh member of GLPA to
be awarded the Brennan Award. Past recipients include
Gary Sampson (1993), Larry Mascotti (1994), Jeanne
Bishop (1995), Dan Francetic (1996), Elizabeth
Wasiluk (1999), and Gene Zajac (2003).

“The Great Lakes Planetarium Association has a long
and rich history.” That’s how I started out my history
update in the newsletter following our Notre Dame
conference a year ago. It’s true, and because our
association has been around for quite a while now, I
feel it is more and more important to document where
we’ve come from. I believe this gives us some
perspective as to where we should be going. It also
allows newer members to get a sense of exactly what
GLPA really is. I myself have indeed been fortunate to
have been a GLPA member for 33 years of its history!
I feel it’s important that
the association’s history is
available to everyone, and that’s
what we’re working toward.
Descriptions of our annual
conferences (initially written by
our first Historian, Dave DeBruyn,
and then continued by Dale Smith)
have now been completed through
the Notre Dame conference. The
synopses now appear on the
GLPA website courtesy of Bart
Benjamin and Geoff Holt. I’m
hoping to eventually add photos
and other related documents so
that all of our rich and extensive
history will be accessible by
everyone.
Do you want to help? If you attended the
wonderful conference in Champaign in October, please
take a few minutes to write a brief summary of the
conference from your perspective, while it’s still fresh
in your mind. What was unique? What sticks out in
your mind? Were there any special or humorous
incidents? You can describe anything you can think of.
All the summaries will be compiled together.
In addition, if you have anecdotes or stories
you remember from other conferences, jot them down
and send them to me. Or, if you live near other longtime members, talk to them about stories they may
remember. These anecdotes would be great additions to
the conference descriptions. If you have other
humorous or special stories about your experiences
teaching in the planetarium or dealing with the public,
or whatever, it might be fun to have a section for that
too.

I’m also interested in documenting special
projects with which GLPA has been involved. So, if
you have anything you think might be of historical
interest, please send it to me at
garrybeckstrom@delta.edu.
That’s it for now. Here’s hoping your dome
stays warm and cozy this winter!
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ARTICLES
TECHNOLOGIES COMMITTEE UPDATE
Daniel Tell dtell@grmuseum.org
At the fall conference, the Technologies Committee made several presentations to the Executive Committee and
the general membership. All of these will be available in the Conference Proceedings, but before those are available, I’d
like to use this column to review some of these topics and the progress of the committee’s taskforces.
Our committee made excellent progress on the topics of fulldome standards, particularly with regards to dome
masters, however, over the summer, IMERSA moved its drafts towards publication. As the IMERSA dome master was
very similar to our own work we felt there was no reason to introduce competition and, after speaking with IMERSA, are
now endorsing their work. As the discussion continues and we all work to clarify more standards and best practices for
fulldome, I’d like to encourage more people to get involved so everyone can be sure the needs of planetarians are best
being met. As immersive video technology and interest in the dome theater environment trickles out beyond planetaria,
it’s more important than ever that we try to make our voices heard.
The other focus of our committee has been construction of a TIPS booklet for those looking at converting their
theaters. Discussion of this booklet took up the majority of the time at our special interest group session at the conference,
and we got lots of great feedback. While we have a great outline we’re starting from, we need more contributions to
complete this work. Any contributions are useful! Did you decide not to convert to fulldome? Do you have a hybrid
system? How do you use your theater? How did you raise funds? What were some unexpected hiccups along the way?
How do you present programs in your theater now? Any and all experiences are useful. Waylena McCully will be
compiling and editing, and you can get in touch with her at WMcCully@parkland.edu.
Looking forward to the next year, Technologies has been changed from an ad hoc committee under the President
to a subcommittee of Instructional Materials. I hope we’ll work to bring to life some of our long-standing ideas for content
on the website, will be able to work more closely and effectively on the TIPS booklet, and continue to work with and
satisfy the desires of you, the membership. If I can leave you with one, simple summary, it’s that we need you to get
involved! Anything you feel you can contribute to any of our work will be much appreciated.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (continued from page 3)
The amount of dedication and effort given to GLPA and its members by these people is staggering when you take
a step back and see what they accomplish on a daily basis. Please take some time and express your gratitude and
appreciation for what they do, and please also consider what you can contribute to our group. This is your professional
family. Roll up your sleeves and give a hand!
I also have a deep and abiding appreciation of each and every member of GLPA. Every one of you are responsible
for making GLPA the organization that it is today – one of the most respected regional planetarium associations in the
world. Not only has GLPA contributed to astronomy education, it has served as midwife to the International Planetarium
Society. Members of GLPA have participated in the growth of IPS and actively encouraged new regional groups to be
started on six continents. GLPA members are currently active in the development of standards for fulldome technology
and national educational standards for our nation. Not bad for a group of starry eyed Midwesterners.
This will be my last opportunity to address you in the President’s Message. I wish my successor David Leake the
very best as he takes the helm. May fair winds and following seas be with him and GLPA in all endeavors. I also wish that
the spirit of cooperation and collaboration continue in this fine group. May the new members of GLPA be challengers
towards the obstacles in their path as planetarium professionals; that they will be successful in their enterprises; make
their road one of discovery as they explore and develop the potential of their theater and of themselves; uncover lost
history with a passion akin to those looking for Atlantis; and these new members keep a steady hand sailing in dangerous
economic waters as Robert Grey did on board the U.S.S. Columbia in his voyage of exploration in the Pacific Northwest
in the 1790s.
Wishing all of you a wonderful winter of wonders!
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Discover the Legend Written in the Stars...

Narrated by

Terry O’Quinn

A New Fulldome Show From Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater Productions
and the eugenides foundation planetarium

Digital Theater
www.es.com
digistar4@es.com

VOLUME VI, NUMBER 3
WINTER SOLSTICE, 1971
(8 pages in length)
GLPA’s 20th newsletter and the third issue of 1971 contained the
following articles and columns:
★ This issue’s lead article was titled “Elementary Astronomy at Big Spring, Texas.” In that article, author Gary Carlson
described a pilot program that was developed in the fall of 1969 called “Tracking the Stars.” Students from the 4th, 5th,
and 6th grades of three schools were selected for this program. These students participated in night visits to the
school’s observatory (which housed two six-inch reflectors, one three-inch refractor, and one eight-inch Celestron),
visits to the classroom by planetarium educators, and six sky lessons in the planetarium.
★ In another article titled “Will Science Teachers be Held Accountable?” University of Delaware Professor of Science
Education Dr. Carlton Knight II noted that “in a recent poll of member of the National School Boards Association,
two-thirds of the membership reacted favorably toward performance contracting. If this is indicative of future policy,
accountability may well be on the educational horizon.” Knight then posed the question, “Could you, if requested,
develop a performance contract for your science class? Your job security may someday depend on it.”
★ The GLPA fall convention, held on October 7-9, 1971 in Mount Clemens, Michigan, was attended by about 60
persons. In the opinion of the [1971] editor, this “was perhaps the most fruitful and rewarding of GLPA conventions
held so far.” The conference featured a variety of activities, including tours of the Bendix Aerospace and the
University of Michigan astronomy facilities, an enlightening second grade planetarium program presented by Jim
Pike, and several excellent speakers. Dr. J. Allen Hynek gave the Armand Spitz lecture, discussing current
developments in research astronomy and reminiscing a bit about his relationship with the late Armand Spitz.
★ At this same GLPA convention, the membership voted to become an affiliate of the International Society of
Planetarium Educators (I.S.P.E.), [which would eventually be re-named the International Planetarium Society]. GLPA
members were then eligible to join that organization. The GLPA Secretary reported that about 50 applications for
I.S.P.E. membership had been received so far from GLPA members. Dues were $10 annually.
★ It was announced that The Planetarian, the new official journal of I.S.P.E., will make its initial appearance in the
spring of 1972. It would be mailed to all persons who have become members of I.S.P.E. through their regional
associations. Larry Gilchrist of the Calgary Centennial Planetarium would serve as its first Editor-in-Chief. The
Projector will be discontinued in favor of this new publication.
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VOLUME XXVI, NUMBER 4
WINTER SOLSTICE, 1991
(24 pages in length)
GLPA’s 93rd newsletter and the fourth issue of 1991 contained the
following articles and columns:
★ The results of the 1991 GLPA election were announced. Dave Batch was elected President-Elect, David Parker was
re-elected Secretary/Treasurer, and Dayle Brown was elected as GLPA’s IPS Representative. Also announced were
four new GLPA Fellows – Dayle Brown, David Linton, Georgia Neff, and Barbara Williams.
★ It was announced that GLPA now had a computer bulletin board, courtesy of members Eric Schreur and Carl
Wenning. This new service would provide planetarium news and share lesson plans and teaching ideas. Information
could be accessed [using the provided telephone number] at either 300 or 1200 baud, 8-bit, one stop, no parity.
★ In a short article titled “Hubble Update,” Dr. Randy Olson described the problems with the Hubble Space Telescope,
which had been placed into orbit in April of 1990. In addition to the spherical aberration of the primary mirror, two of
the six gyroscopes were not operating and the High Resolution Spectrograph’s power supply had failed. Dr. Olson
noted that a repair mission was planned for late-1993.
★ GLPA’s Executive Committee proposed several refinements to the GLPA By-Laws. These included the creation of a
standing Development Committee to seek corporate support, improved procedures for filling vacancies in elected
offices or committee chairs, and definition of ranks of authority, as well as extensive cosmetic changes to create
consistent language throughout the By-Laws. Members were asked to vote using a ballot printed in the newsletter.
★ Through words and photographs, the 1991 GLPA Conference in Youngstown, Ohio was celebrated and praised.
Warren Young and his staff served as conference hosts.
★ A preview of the 1992 GLPA Conference was provided. That conference, which would be a joint conference with the
Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA), would be held at the St. Louis Science Center. That all-new $34 million
facility, which had just opened, boasted a 228-seat planetarium with Digistar projector, 60,000 square feet of exhibit
and programming space, a separate Omnimax Theater and Einstein’s restaurant. Director John Wharton would serve
as conference host.
★ In a membership survey distributed in the previous newsletter, members expressed strong interest in a GLPA computer
bulletin board and an updated edition of the GLPA Sourcebook.
★ GLPA President Dale Smith noted how vulnerable some planetariums had become to closure. He went on to suggest
that “if your facility or another one you know of is in danger, please contact your state chair and me. We and your
fellow planetarians may be able to help. Even if letters of support are effective only one time in many, it’s well worth
the effort.”
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Say “hello” to the Digital Starball
We like to re-write the rules. That’s why we
installed the world’s first Digital Starball at the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago – the highest resolution and
contrast digital dome theater in the world.
Our Fidelity Black 8K™ digital theater solution
features the renowned Zorro® projector to create
an experience so black, so resolute, so colorful,

so realistic, and so comparable to the crystal
clarity and accuracy of an opto-mechanical star
projector, that we challenge you to walk away and
not agree that you have just witnessed the world’s
first Digital Starball.
To see the Digital Starball for yourself,
please contact us.

UK: +44 (0) 845 0 456225 / USA: +1 720 259 1639 / info@globalimmersion.com / www.globalimmersion.com
Zorro is a registered trademark of Zorro Productions Inc., and is used under license by Rockwell Collins. Fidelity Black 8K is a trademark of Global Immersion

Fidelity Black 8K™ at the Grainger Sky Theater, Adler Planetarium, Chicago © Adler Planetarium

BREATH-TAKINGLY
MIND-BLOWINGLY
HEART-STOPPINGLY
AWESOME

U P D AT E
Jeanne Bishop, IPS Representative
The International Planetarium Society met in the Kremlin (fortress) of Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, on July 1 and 2,
2011, followed by an interactive day at the Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium with the Russian Planetarium Association.
Along with the officers and eleven guests, affiliate representatives or proxy assignments were present for all except the
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association (RMPA) and the Association of Spanish Planetariums (APLE). Dale Smith
(Publications Committee Chair) and Loris Ramponi (IAP Rep) joined the meeting via Skype. President Dave Weinrich
(GLPA member) chaired the meeting.
At the time of this meeting, IPS membership was 606. Treasurer Shawn Laatsch reported that the IPS treasury is
in good shape, with the 2010 Alexandria conference making about $3,000. Net assets at the close of 2010 were
$152,153.49.
Affiliate representatives spoke about shrinking budgets and threats of closure—a global issue.
Of note, Chris Janssen of the Association of Dutch Speaking Planetariums described a remarkable facility that has
been nominated for UNESCO’s World Heritage status. It is the Else Eisinga Planetarium, which is the world’s oldest
working planetarium. It was constructed between 1774 and 1781 in the inventor’s home. The Dutch Speak Planetarium
Association is seeking letters of support from Planetarians worldwide.
A new affiliate was approved by Council, the Chinese Planetarium Society. Dr. Jin Zhu, Director of the Beijing
Planetarium, accepted the IPS Certificate of Affiliate Membership, ceremoniously presented to him by President Dave
Weinrich. Now there are 22 affiliates of IPS.

Conferences
2010: Last summer 327 participants from 48 countries attended the Alexandria conference. There were many first-time
attendees from Africa and the Middle East. Host Omar Fiskry presented a detailed report to the Council. Members of the
IPS council wished his country well as Egypt goes forward with its political changes.
2012: At our fall GLPA meeting and at the summer IPS council meeting, Jon Elvert gave an exciting preview of the
upcoming conference at his facility, the Irene Pennington Planetarium in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. One technical
innovation at this conference will be live streaming of many of the daily activities (U-Stream-Hi Def). A huge facility will
provide room for many domes of all sizes, so vendors can show off their wares in the best possible way. Jon presented
some cost details. Please see “Outreach” under committee information below, for news of a program that will be
distributed free to conference attendees. Conference information, including venues, hotels, and registration information,
can be found on the conference website: http://ips2012.com/.
2014: Council heard final presentations for three proposals: Rio de Janeiro, Vancouver, and Beijing. During the past year
I appreciated hearing from some GLPA members, including members of our GLPA Executive Committee about
preferences. Your ideas helped me in casting my vote. After much discussion by the Council, a ballot vote determined that
Beijing, China will be the site of the 2014 conference.

Some IPS Committees
Awards: Lars Broman chairs the IPS Awards Committee. With Lars and Thomas Kraupe, I serve on this committee.
GLPA members, and all other IPS members, are encouraged to submit nominations for IPS Awards. GLPA members are
among the nominees for awards to be presented at the 2012 IPS conference. (Recipients of the 2012 IPS Awards are now
confidential.) Nominations for candidates for the IPS Fellow, IPS Service, and IPS Technology Awards are now being
accepted for presentation at the conference following the one next summer, the 2014 IPS conference.
Elections: Martin George chairs this committee, and nominations should be sent to him to be considered in the next cycle
of elections. In the most recent vote, Thomas Kraupe was elected to the position of President-Elect. Lee Ann Hennig, our
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excellent 2011 Armand Spitz banquet speaker, was re-elected Secretary. Shawn Laatsch was re-elected Treasurer. (Lee
Ann and Shawn are both GLPA members. Notice how many IPS leaders are GLPA members!)
Publications: Dale Smith (GLPA member) chairs this committee. Editor Sharon Shanks (GLPA member) is doing a
wonderful job as Planetarian Editor. Dale reported that indications of the growing academic reputation of Planetarian are
1) authors may request that their articles be peer-reviewed, and 2) Planetarian is entering an agreement with ENESCO
Publishing for Planetarian to be included in their database of academic and research journals. A new edition of the IPS
Directory should take place later this year. This includes the IPS Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS
Resource Directory. Council agreed to posting Planetarian back issues to within six months of the current issue (2 issues
back).
History: Chair John Hare (GLPA member) reported that the committee is completing the scanning of slides and
photographs of archival material. A database will be established for deceased IPS members, and a digital memorial will be
prepared.
Outreach: Chair Jon Elvert announced that production has started on a planetarium show covering space exploration in
the post-Shuttle era. It will be a fulldome digital show accompanied by a kiosk-related program. Of special interest, it will
be distributed free to all planetarians attending the IPS 2012 conference.
Planetarium Development: Chair Ken Wilson has posted the completed chapters of the Planetarium Guidebook on the
IPS website.
Portable Planetarium Committee: Chair Susan Button (GLPA member) reported that two new documents have been
posted to the IPS Portable Planetarium Committee web page, Mobile Domes in Business, listing best practices for running
a business with a portable planetarium, and Portable Planetarium Domes, a list of commercial portable planetarium
domes currently on the market. Susan discussed the work of the IPS Portable Planetarium Committee in a paper at the fall
GLPA meeting. (Of note, Dayle Brown chairs the GLPA portable committee.)
Script Contest Committee: Chair Thomas Kraupe noted that the most recent information about the IPS Script contest is
found in the 2011 spring Planetarian and on the IPS website. The IPS Script Contest Committee will sponsor a
storytelling/scriptwriting workshop at the 2012 IPS Conference. The submitted script must be for fulldome presentation,
and a form, available on the IPS website must be used. GLPA has many fine writers, who should consider entering this
contest. The deadline for script submission is December 31, 2011.
Technology Committee: Newly-appointed chair Jack Dunn has written an article on downloading video from the Internet.
It is being submitted for publication in the Planetarian, and it will be posted on the IPS website on the Technology
Committee page.
International Relations Committee: Chair Martin George offered a newly-written IPS Scholarship Application Form,
which was approved by Council. The form is on the IPS website and will be published in the Planetarian. Martin noted
that although his committee would like to try to help planetariums under threat of closure, IPS is not being notified very
often of these situations. Further, it is a challenge to collect the facts about a given threatened closure. Martin urges
affiliates to notify IPS when there is a known risk of closure. I think GLPA officers should be the first line of help for our
members, but GLPA members with facilities having difficulties should know that IPS also can provide letters of support.
Please let me (Jeanne Bishop) know if you would like an IPS officer or Martin George to write a support letter.
IPS offers many services to planetarians, the chief ones being the quarterly high-quality journal, Planetarian, and
the biennial conferences. I hope that all GLPA members will consider joining IPS if not yet a member.
I hope to see you at next summer’s IPS conference in Baton Rouge. It appears that this conference will be a
fantastic opportunity to learn about a wide variety of planetarium facilities – how they may be used to teach and inspire –
as well as visit with planetarians from around the world.
Please contact me with any IPS concerns. Help me represent GLPA in the best way possible.

Jeanne Bishop
jeanneebishop@wowway.com
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES OF . . .

All conference photographs, including those on the cover, were taken by Dan Goins.
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. . . THE 2011 GLPA CONFERENCE

All conference photographs, including those on the cover, were taken by Dan Goins.
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All conference photographs, including those on the cover, were taken by Dan Goins.
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JOIN I.P.S.
The International Planetarium Society (IPS) is the largest organization of professional planetarians in the world. It is
comprised of members from all over the globe. GLPA is an affiliate of this prestigious organization. If you are not a
member of IPS, you should consider becoming a member! Why? Because IPS serves its members with . . .
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

its full-color quarterly journal, Planetarian, filled with a wide range of articles
its biennial conferences
Proceedings of each IPS conference
free publications, including the Directory of the World’s Planetariums and the IPS Resource Directory
discounted subscription rates to the IPS slide service and IPS video compilations
access to resources found only in the members section of the IPS website
access to the IPS News listserv
networking on all scales, from local to global

See more on the IPS web site: www.ips-planetarium.org
IPS dues are only $65 a year, or two years for $100. Other levels of membership are also available at Institutional and
Corporate levels. For more information or to join IPS, please contact:
Shawn Laatsch, IPS Treasurer, Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawaii, 600 Imiloa Place, Hilo, HI 96720 USA
Phone: +1 (808) 969 9735
Fax: +1 (808) 969-9748
E-mail: slaatsch@imiloahawaii.org

The Great Lakes Planetarium Association acknowledges
the following companies and organizations for their
generous support in Fiscal Year 2011-12:

Parallel Universe Sponsors ($2,800+)
Evans & Sutherland
Spitz, Inc.

www.es.com
www.spitzinc.com

Universe Sponsors ($1,400 - $2,799)
Ash Enterprises International , Inc.
Astro-Tec Mfg., Inc.
Bowen Technovation
Carl Zeiss/Seiler Instruments
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.
East Coast Control Systems
GOTO, Inc.
Konica Minolta Planetarium Co.
Sky-Skan, Inc.

www.ash-enterprises.com
www.astro-tec.com
www.bowentechnovation.com
www.zeiss.de/planetariums
www.digitaliseducation.com
www.eastcoastcontrol.com
www.goto.co.jp/english
www.konicaminolta.com/planetarium
www.skyskan.com

Galaxy Sponsors ($900 - $1,399)
Global Immersion

www.globalimmersion.com

Solar System Sponsors ($600 - $899)
Audio Visual Imagineering, Inc.
ChromaCove, LLC
Dome 3D, LLC
Hubble Space Telescope Science Institute

www.av-imagineering.com
www.chromacove.com
www.dome3d.com
hubblesource.stsci.edu
Milwaukee Public Museum (Soref Planetarium) www.mpm.edu/planetarium
Prismatic Magic Laser Programs
www.prismaticmagic.com
SCISS AB
www.scalingtheuniverse.com
Sudekum Planetarium Adventure Science Ctr. www.sudekumplanetarium.com
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ENHANCED ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
ONE OF MANY AMAZING NEW FEATURES
IN DIGISTAR 4

WWW.ES.COM

FOLLOW US:

IMAGE CREDITS

The 2011 redesign of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates
small sections of several Hubble Space Telescope images
for its page mastheads. These and other images can be
accessed from the Hubble Heritage Project website at
heritage.stsci.edu or the HubbleSite Gallery website at
hubblesite.org/gallery. And because the photos are from
NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Cover:

Infant Stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (NGC 346)
Credit: NASA, ESA and A. Nota (STScI/ESA)

State News: Prototypical Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300
Credit: NASA, ESA, The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
Bulletin Board:

Articles:

Hubble Ultra Deep Field (STScI-2004-28)
Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Windhorst (Arizona State University)
and H. Yan (Spitzer Science Center, Caltech)

A Giant Hubble Mosaic of the Crab Nebula
Credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

IPS Update: August 29, 2011 GOES East Full Disk Satellite Image
NASA/NOAA GOES Project Science website
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all individuals in any way connected with
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